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EDITORIAL
This is a landmark year for the
Colby Echo , bounded in 1876 it is now entering into its centennial year. I
t be continpromise you that you won '
uously besieged by the propqganda that
plagued you in this bicentennial,year; yet,
for several reasons , I find it worth mentioning the centennial .
One hundred years ago the paper was
founded . Though the format , style and
quality have changed to varying degrees due
to technological advances, these changes
have merely b een superficial. Underlying the cosmetic makeup of the paper
are the purposes and goals of this organization and in essence these have remained
unaltered with the passage of time .
It is with anticipation and an
abundance of energy that this year 's staff
tackles the task of producing a quality
paper each' week. It is our objective
to serve the community to the best of our
capabilities, and to consistently learn and
improve upon each issue.
I feel that the men and women who
serve as the nucleus of the paper are
capable of great expectations. Iti'
-is
an extremely talented , creative,
imaginative, and experienced staff. Hope
fully our goals and your anticipation ,
will be reached , and surpassed , in the
weeks to come.
-JBD-

There are a few people who deserve
special thanks for helping us produce
this issue. Sue Benson , who through her
continual efforts and struggles with B.&G
helped us to relocated in Robert 's Union.
Dean Earl Smith who came through in
the clutch at 10:
00 p.m. last night when
our typewriter went haywire and found
us one fairly comparable in Eustis .
This 9 by the way, explains why our type is
not uniform . And , finally , kudos to
Kim Attridge who designed and constructed the center-fold calendar which
will be provided fox you, as.a pullout
each month.

B I T S A N D PIECES

OPEN LETTER TO ALL PARENTS:
The Colby ECHO is a weekly newspaper published
by the undergraduates of Colby College. The purpose
,,-- - ¦-~ . .--^gsss- - • _sa?
of the paper is to accurately, effectively, and objectively i
report matters concerning the Colby Community.
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berately kept low in order that as many as possible
may subscribe.
Thank you. We appreciate and need your support.
JBD
YES , I WOULD LIKE TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE COLBY ECHO .

ENCLOSED IS MY

PAYMENT OF $6.50 FOR A ONE YEAR SUBSRIPTION . i

NAME

¦¦

,
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^

ADDRESS
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WANTED ... Dead or ! Alive . Someone
to deliver the ECHO to Belfas t
every Thursday . Must be there
by 8:30 am. Paper is ready to be
brought back by 1:30 pm. Big
money, $20 per week , interestin g
people , good career opportunity;

And while on the topic of the crane, all the
Phi Delts might as well consider taking 8:30 classes...
This year's freshmen and transfers certain ly don't
appear to be lightweights. . Fraternities are reporting
consumption levels much higher than those set by
Apologies to all for the lateness of this first issue, We
last year's class. became a bit disorganized and set back when our offices
President Strider reports that the infirmary will be
were moved from the fieldhouse to Roberts, and our '
named
at the end of this semester. Does anyone have
supplies are still tied up in Boston , bottlenecked in
any
suggestions?"The
Colby Ritz?' "Priscilla 's Palace"?
the m ail system, due to the UPS strike. For those of you
who wan t t o find us , we arc located on the third floor
With Runnals nearing comple t i on , and the Roberts
of Roberts in the space formerly occupied by tlie
renovation not yet begun, we find ourselves in a limbo
men's infirmary.
with no space on campus capabl e of serving the
function formerl y provided by the old Runnals gym.,
Th e bo okst ore cert ainl y ou tdid itself this year
in demonstrating maximum inefficiency. Never before
Will Al Corey be entertaining our parents amidst
was the line so long, the wait so time-consuming
the ac ous t i cal and aesthe t ic b eau ty of t he
(three hours is a bit ridiculou s). Perh aps Sue-Beth was
basketball court? Seriously, we now encounter the
forced to cut down on help this year in order to offset the problem of the fraternities providing the only allcampus entertainment , Stu-A pr oviding func tions geared
phen omenal defi ci t incurr ed last year through
sh op lif ting .
for small audiences (such as the Pub and Coffeeh ouse are
Well , once again , t'he W omen 's Group and Dr. Strider are capable of handling) or utilizing the athletic comp lex
at odds. It appears, however, that these fighting f eminis ts for large social events.
have a formida ble task if t hey expec t to change a d ecisi on
that the President spent all summer researching and
Phrasesfor Pondcrance: Why did B & G completely
formulating .
raze the tree next to DU? Was it necessary to cut down
A word of cau tion to the few dating you ng men who
the wh ole tree for a spli t limb? Where would wc be going
have conquered the crane and scaled to the top.
to school today if tlie nitro hadn't been found in time?
Considering that the boom is one-hundred feet
Will B & G ever do anything with the cement light-post
high , ,the metal cold and greasy, and that you were
foundations diat grace frat vow? And finally, how about if
all cither drunk or temporarily insane at the tim e of .
Colby offers Jimrnry Carter an honorary degree in Ameriyour ascen t, isn 't it fair to assume that the odds are
can History!!
against you and the consequences a bit scary?
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FRO M
THE C H AIR
' ' '

-Ed Smith

Last spring when I took over the chair of the
Student Association I was amazed to find that the
majority of students at Colby lacked initiative or
desire to voice any kind of opinion on any issue.
This is what is called apathv. Most were content to
roll with the tide, accept whatthey liked, and try to
bear with what they didn't This atmosphenei to say
the least, is fnistratirgto the Executive Board, which
is trying to do something for the student body.
Responsive leadership at Colby is only the product
of an active, interested^nd responsive student
body. When the initiative leaves the students it does
not take long for it to leave the student leaders. I
can honesd y admit that I found myself saying "If
they don 't care, then I don't care. We have done
all that we can. "
However, after banghere about threeweeks, I
can definitely sense a change. I am equally amazed
now to find enthusiasm from.many students who want
to get involved and want to be heard. At the Activities
Fair people were signing up left and right. Mike
Viniconis, Committee Chairperson, has more than
enough students to put on the 14 college committees
I have been able ot set up a group to work with me
canvassing the campus tb get more student input.
This sudden change of student involvement took
me by surprise. But it has been a welcomeone. I
hope that it will continue. I don't know everything
that bothers or pleases people on the Colby College
campus. Now I think 1 will be able to know. Confidence in noysdf as well as the rest of the Executive
Board qn whatwe maybe able to accomplish hasrisen.
I'm looking forward to a good year. What happened
to the ap athy at Colby ? I don 't know and I don't
care.

CONSTRUCTION AT COLBY

What Pr ic e Pr og ress ?

Ear l Smi th —

-Gerry Boyle
Persons returning to lovely Mayflower Hill this fall
have undoubtedly noticed a change in the traditional Colby
Yes, construction has returned to Colby College.
atmosphere. Itis a subtle changCf but one that
The chirping of birds has been replaced by the
few will miss.«Somethinghas happened to Colby 's
rumble of heavy machinery. The student who formerly
pastoral settings-hat setting which allowed one tb
watched the setting sun over Oakland can now direct
awake to the sound of chirping birds and laughing wood
hisv ga_e to the silhouette of a bne-hundred foot
nym phs on Runnals Hill. That something is con- r
crane. In addition to these new opportunities, we
struction!
-•¦
will eventually be blessed with a new theatre, a splendid
the showpiece of an infirmary which we will all come
to know and love.
As a matter of fact, just the other day, I overheard
two newly-arrived freshmen discussing the matter.
-"I'm so glad I'm going to school in Maine,"
said one.
-"What? " said the other over the rumble of a
diesel engine.
-"I'm so glad I came to school in Maine," she
keg of beer was extraordinary and it was, therefore,
repeated.
in the environmental interest of the state of Maine to
-"They use gas to fuel the crane?" , the other
override the Liqu or Commission 's ruling. Although
queried.
he does not regret taking active interest in the bill,
-"Yes," sh e answered , "I love the beautiful
Mr. Smith claims th at it is tough to be remembered
countryside. "
in th e House as the representative who supported the
If these freshmen of 1976 are so profoundly affected by
"Keg Bill."
Colby's construction and eye for the future, then what
Mr Smith views the position of Dean of Students
of the freshman who will be the substance
as one extraordinary in its variations. He sees it as
of that future? One can imagine overhearing a
a service-oriented office that is responsible to the
conversation between two members of the class of 1998,
students, f acul ty an d administ r ation , although the
such as:
general responsibility of the position is to counsel and
- "Hey, where are you going to be this afternoon?"
advise the students.
-"I'm working in the new science bu ilding."
According to Mr. Smith,, t he p osit ion of Dean has
-"You mean the jiew science building?
two separate levels. The level of individual counseling
-"No, the new science building, that is to
is one that remains constant throughout the years,
say, the old new science building.
while on another level, t he issues tha t confron t the
-You mean the one that 's being converted
office are subject to constant change. Mr. Smith points
into a new infirmary?''
out that the issues students confronted 6-8 years
-"No, th at's the old , old, new science building. I
ago are no t the same issues tha t the stu den t s must
mean the one tha t 's being conver ted in t o a new thea t re and
confront today. , He explains tha t t he Dean 's offi ce
student center. "
must be prepared to deal with the changing issues as
—"Oh! The old, old, new, new , science building, O.K.,
well as the changing problems th at arise from th em.
I'll see you there."
Dean Smith maintains that while the general
One can only wonder. Will Colby College t ower over
responsibilities of his office arc clear-to counsel and
die surrounding countryside like a medieval fortress?
advise students-the comp lexion of the p osit ion can
Will our Colby be tlie second man-made wonder of Maine?
change with the individual holding the office. Much
(running just behind Pordand?) Alas, we cannot know
of tlie personality of the particular Dean is reflected
what the fu tu re, will bring, but rumor has it that RELS
in die office. If that is true, Earl Smith may be just
already has given the order for five-hundred
tlie medicine for the complexion problems that have
pigeons imported direcdy from New York City. Thinking
arisen in the Dean's office in recent years.
ahead , RELS?

D e a n of
-Jane Brox
.Earl Smith may be new to the position of Dean of
Students but he is a familiar figure to many people at
Colby. Prior to becoming Dean, Mr. Smith held numerous
administrative positions in Eustis. In fact, he has
changed offices so often that he terms himself as
"designated hitter *' for the school. After Mr. Smith's
graduation from University of Maine at Orono, he
came to Colby to vrork in the news office. Iri 1965
he becam e the Direct or of th e N ews Bureau , moving
to the position of Director of Student Activities
in 1968. He became an associate dean in 1970, but
he left the position in 1974 to accept an appointment
as assistant to President Stridor. Specifically, Mv.
Smith was in charge of communications concerning
Colby 's new science project until he moved to
the Dean 's office in August of this year.
While continuing in various capacities at Colby,
Earl Smith has been act ivel y involved in the state
and local government. Most significantly, he served a
t erm in Maine 's House of Representatives during
which he gained no t orie ty as a suppor ter of the "Keg
Bill". The Maine State Liquor Commission had
banned the sale of kegs of beer to individuals, and in
1971, the House of Representatives p assed a bill that
eliminated the Commission's restriction , thereby
making kegs of beer available to individuals once again,
Although it would be nice to believe that Earl Smith was
drinking primarily about the welfare of Colby students
when he sought to eliminate the Liquor Commission 's
restriction , the bill was primarily an environmental
one. Mir. Smith gained support for the bill by illustrat ing
that the litter from cans and bottles that equal a

Students

WOM EN'S HEALTH ISSUE

CONTINUES TO GROW

-. -Margaret Saunders
President Robert E.L. Strider released a letter
September 13, ann ou n cing his decision against obtaining
a full or part-time gynecologist to supplement Colby's
health care program . Instead, Dr. Dore will be available
to spend more time at the new infirm ary providing
gynecological treatment. President Strider oudined
in the letter ideas for the formation of a health committee involving students, faculty, administration and medical
personnel, to discuss the improvement of women 's
care, among other health issues. He has also requested .
Dean of Students Earl Smith to cooperate with the
Health Service to create a more thorough program
dealing specifically with sex education to be made
accessable to all stu dents.
According to Dr. Strider, he spent "really a considerable
amount of time exploring the question" of women's
health care once it was raised as a problem by the
Women 's Organization of Colby last, spring. He
commented, "It's a conclusion I've reached on the advice
of medical peop le, not just a judgement I made off
the top of my own head, because' I'm not competent
to make judgements in these areas."
Senior Valerie Uber, one of the members of the
Women's Organization who has been instrumental in
efforts to expan d health care for women, is unsatisfied
with the President's decision. "I'm disappointed with
the President's answer to our demands. I hoped for
much more and this decision is very discouraging."
She add s, "This is a pressing concern and we can't
sit back and hope that these changes will be made
sometime in the distant future. "
Jan e Hubley, a senior, and a member of the
Organization, has been pushing for extended health
services for over two years now. She objects to the
President's decision, saying, "I am not happy with
the President's 'resolution'. I find his entire response
to be unreceptive to our needs as stated in the petition
of last spring. I cannot understand how the President
can justify the conclusions he reached which , I feel
demonstrate total disregard of the students' opinions.
The Women's Organization first began to search for
student input on the subject of a gynecologist two
winters ago when a survey was conducted among women
to try to determine whedrer there was an actual need
for more care. The results of this initial survey indicated
that the majority of women were not satisfied with the
present system. Last winter, Ms. Hubley conducted
a survey among colleges of Colby's caliber to discover
that 72% of these schools did have health services that
sponsored full or part-time gynecol ogical care. During
the cou rse of the spring, over 900 students signed a
petition demanding that a trained nurse practitioner
or gynecologist be retained by the school. It
was at this point that representatives of the Women 's
Organization began meeting with the President in the
hopes that these additional services could be
brought in at the commencement of the 1976-77
school year. However, President Strider was "very
reluctant to reach any conclusion that didn 't have sound
medical advice behind it, and there simply wash't time
in those last few weeks of spring for me to sound out
medical opinions."
Ms. Hubley feels this delay was unnecessary. She
noted, "We began this study in February of 1975, and I
find it incomprehensible that the President is
just now, one year and a half later, beginning to
recognize that there might be a need for a health
committee. Almost two years ago, there was an
independent Ad Hoc committee which conferred
with the Dean's office and Nurse Sergeant) yet
apparently this committee's work went unrecognized
by the administration. Ms. Hubley concludes, "Last
spring, well over 900 people signed a petition requesting
supplementary health care, and now, half a year later,
the President chose to disregard th ose signatures and
resolve the problem as stated in his letter."

Over the summer, the President considered the issue
and then called a conference to discuss the problem
thoroughly. Deans Earl Smith, James Gillespie, and
JaniceSeitzinger participated as members of the administration, wh ile Colby Doctor, Clarence Dore, Director of
Health Services, Carl Nelson, consulting surgeon, Dr.
John Reynolds, and area gynecologists, Drs. Kenneth
Sewall and Paul Jones, presented the medical point of
view. President Strider reports that "We talked a good
deal about what kind of service Dr. Dore does provide
for women, and we came to the conclusion that
probably, if there's anything wrong with it, it's not
so much wrong as insufficient. What was wrong was the
amount of time that the college physician was able to
devote to this special problem." President Strider then .
contacted the members of the New England Athletic
Conference to determine their stands on Women's
Health, and found that, if anything, "Colby was on
the upper end of the scale" in providing care for women
The President now believes the situation has been
resolved, stating that "With Dr. Dore's increased
availability, I can't imagine that these services won't
improve."
The new health committee, once it has been formed ,
will decide exacdy what the extent of the hours devoted
to gynecological care should be and how Dr. Dore will
distribute them. It will most likely check into other >
areas in the health department, although its exact
purposes have yet to be defined, The President
feels that no part of the health program "should,be
less than adequate, and we'd like it all to be more than
merely adequate, we'd like it to be first rate."
President Strider continues, "The health committee,
I think, could help us see whether we are first rate
or not."
Regarding the matter of sex education, Dr.
Strider admits "It doesn't seem to me that we've done
much of anything on the.subject. I think this is a
health matter, and the dissemination of sex education
materials ought to come from the health service." The
President listed future possibilities of publications
and lectures, or counseling dealing with physical,
emotional, and psychological ramifications of sex for
the young adult. -Dean of Students Earl Smith is
examining various p rograms and consulting with the
Health Service in efforts to determine the best
course of acaon.
When asked whether or not the health problem could
have something to do with Dr, Pore's attitude toward
women, President Strider noted "When it comes down
to the question of liking or not liking someone, that's
a very different sort of question from the question
'are we doing the job medically at an appropriate level
of professionalism?' In my opinion, I think we are."
The President also stated "I have complete confidence in
the competence of Dr. Dotcj I think he's a superb

physician. And I can t agree that vast numbers of
students are dissatisfied with him."
' Contrary to what could-be popular conception,
Ms. Hubley declares "We are not necessarily radical
feminists, but rather, we are responsible college
students who have experienced the inadequacies of the
present Health Service and merely ask that it be
supplemented by a more contemporary type of
counselling. Surely asking for a nurse practitioner
trained in family planning or a counselor who supports
fanruly planning is not an outrageous request." She
urges "anyone who is unsatisfied with the resolution and
concerned about the' problem to see the President, for
this is really a problem that concerns us all."
This letter was recently sent to Jane Hubley
a.nd Valerie Uber as representatives of the Women's
Organization. It is the final answer regarding almost
two years of work attempting to obtain additional
gynecological services for the women of Colby:
From: President

Sept. 13, 1976

To: Dean Earl Smith
Dean J ames Gillespie
Dean Janice Seitzinger
Dr. Clarence Dore
Mr. Carl Nelson
Subject: Women's Health Care
During the summer I have given special attention
to the problem of health care for women at Colby,
with particular reference to the proposal made by the
Women's Organization during the spring and subsequei
correspondence and conversations on the subject.
The health of our students is of the highest priority
In the discussions and correspondence I have had, it
has been my concern to determine whether in any
of our health services, for women or for men , we are
deficient. I do not think we are, but there is room for
improvement in a number of areas, one of which as
jrelated to women's health care.
' The most significant conference of the summer
on this subject was one that involved Dr. Dore and
Air, Nelson, several of us on the non-medical administrative staff, Dr. John Reynolds (th e college's consultin
surgeon and a Colby Trustee), and two prominent
|gynecologists from the Waterville area, Dr. Kenneth
Scwa.ll and Dr. Paul Jones. I have felt it to be essential
that whatever conclusions we might reach in this •
matter must be based on sound medical considerations

Continued on Next Page

It was the medical opinion of Drs. Sewall and Jones
that the gynecological services."the college has been
providing have been considerably more than merelyV
adequate. It was their further opinion that it would
be inappropriate for the college to include in its
medical program the activities of any other health
service organization in the community.-Finally,
Drs. Sewall and Jones agreed that provision of gyn ecological services beyond what we customarily offer
would involve iis in specialization that is not generally
within the ordinary scope of a college health service.
Referrals to specialists in all areas of health care .
are appropriate when necessary and when requested,
including not only gynecology but such specialties
as surgery, orthopedics, ophthalmology, psychiatry,
and others. For routine referrals there generally is
a period of waiting for an appointment, but for
emergencies in all these fields appointments are
possible on very short notice.
In the light of this conference I wrote to the
presidents of the nine other coeducational institutions
in the New England Small College Athletic Conference
to find out what their practices are in the matter
of gynecological services. The responses have indicated
that we are all rather alike, and if there is indeed
a rough scale on which these services can be measured,

Organization, positive improvement can be made.
One-has to do with the time specifically allotted by
the medical 'staff to gynecological examinations and
services and to women's health in general. The other
has to do with our -various efforts to deal with sex
education.' " ¦ *" . ,,
With regard-tothe first, Dr. Dore is going to be
available to spend more time at Colby beginning
with the-openirig of the new Health Center in this
academic year. In working out a program of maximum efficacy he will be happy to cooperate with a
Health Committee involving students and faculty.
With regard to sex education I am requesting the
Deans of Students to work with the Health Service
and prepare recommendations for a more systematic
program in sex deucation than we have had, for which
in a modest amount some funds can be made available. Such a program should concern itself not only
with the practical matters of the physiology of sex
and the avoidance of pregnancy but also with the
broad philosophical and emotional implications of
sex for the young adult. The physical and psycho- ..
logical dangers of sexual involvement are as essential
an area for inquiry and enlightenment as the physio-,
logical facts of life, and perhaps ultimately of greater
consequence.
Thanks to the effort, time, and wise counsel of
quite a number of people, to all of whom I am most
grateful , we should be able in the year ahead to take
care of these very real needs with the highest degree

Colby is toward the upper end.
It does seem to me, though, that there are two areas
in which, in response to the proposal of the Women 's
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We feel the response to the petition circulated
last spring and signed by over 900 people shows
President Strider 's continuing disregard for the concerns of students. We are not satisfied with this response. The w omen of this college need a health service which is inf ormative and sympathetic to their
gynecological needs.
If you are still dissatisfied with the present health
services, make an appointment to go see President
Strider. Make yourslef known-either as groups
oi individuals —letting him know you won 't sit back
and let this pass.
We feel that the health care needs of women are.
being sacrificed at the expense of personal politics.
We've waited long enough. We ate adults and can
make responsible decisions on our own. We don 't
want lectures on morality. We want sympathetic,
and good health care.
The W omen 's Organization
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of professionalism and in the context of humamtanan
concern and .medical propriety.
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Welcome back ,students,to a good year at school.
Start this year off with a McDonald's ® Quarter
Pounder ®...100% pure beef with all the trimmings
on a toasted sesame seed bun.
BUY DIME, GET ONE FREE between 5 and 11 pm.
Just present this coupon at McDonald's.
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-Dave Linsky

Great Deb ate Reviewed

THi Y

In what may have been one of the greatest
anti-climactic performances of all time, President
Ford "bested" Democratic challenger, Jimmy
Carter last Thursday night before an estimated
120"million people. I use the term "bested" in
quotation marks purposely, for this was clearly not a
match of hard-hitting heavyweights, but rather a
contest between two poorly-conditioned flyweights
with little power left in their punches)
If there is one lesson that the American
electorate can learn from, the first of these debates, it
is that in this election, we are faced with the choice of
two decidedly mediocre men. Carter showed uncharacteristic nervousness at the opening of the
questioning, and even showed that this robot-like
campaigner is capable of stepping on his own tongue
with lines like "the great depression of the 1940's" and
"low-carbon coal." However, Carter once again failed
to show a sense of humor either by laughing at his
own mistakes or, as New York Times columnist, William
Safire.pointed out, by making light of die technical
problems during the debate. Such a display of selfdepreciation would have been appreciated. President
Ford, on the other hand, reinforced the idea that he
. is far from a brilliant and charismatic leader. His
evasion of ABC's Frank Reynolds' questionconcerning amnesty showed that the President is
clearly on the defensive on this issue while his lethargic
closing statement reversed his recent trend toward a
¦
more exciting speaking style.
"What is most disturbing, is the fact that no new
developments came out of Thursday night's session.
No new programs were announced, no bold new
stands taken. Instead a warmed-over rehash of the two
candidates' stump speeches was presented to the
American people on ninety minutes of free air time.
However, the candidates are not the only ones to
blame for Thursday night's debacle. One major fault
that cannot be overlooked was the performance of the
questioning newspeoplej n ot one new question was
asked of either candidat e, that is, the candidates had
alread y answered each question under similar circumstances
This allowed the candidates to deliver their well-rehearsed
standard answers and did not really test their ability
to respond spontaneou sly. The sheer length of each
question also aided the candidates, allowing them to
formulate their answers before actually starting to
speak..
It is my hope that the subsequent confrontations
will produce a more provocative discussion of the issues
at hand; we were not able to use such a discussion in
1972, because of Mr. Nixon 's refusal to meet his challenger
Now that we have the confrontation, I hope that we will
be ablfe to hear a discussion of the issues rather than
merely a presentation of images, enabling us to make
an intelligent decision in 1976, even if it is between
two candidates who are, at best, only fair.
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"The basic difficulty facing the
American government today cuts across
all the other_ campaign issues. The
proliferation of programs and agencies ,
particularly in the past ten years ,
has inevitably created duplication ,
'
vaste and ineffeciency."
"We must give top priority to a • .'.
drastic and thorough revision and
reorganization of- the federal bureaucracy, to its budgeting system and to
the pro cedures for analyzing the ef- .
fectiveness of its services."
"The number of federal agencies
; should he reduced to. no more than
I 200..."
"The reform I am seeking is not
; a retreat; it is a marshalling of
|our resources to meet the challenges
of the last quarter of this Century ."
|

i

; icient.government , not necessarily
; smaller government?"
i
A: "Tha t 's right."
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f 'There are more humane and economically jsound solutions to inflation than the
Republican program of forced recessions
j
and high unemployment. We must battle
!
inflation through:
steady flow of jobs and output
a better matching of supply and demand
reform of government regulations
which unnecessarily add to consumer cost:
strict anti-trust and consumer
protection enforcement
increased emphasis on productivity
lower interest rates
effective monitoring of inflationary
trends and forces
standby wage and price controls , which
the President could apply selectively."

_________¦

*^__H

"My first objective " Ford states,
^
"is to have sound economic
growth "
without inflation. We" al l '>a- f-mm
_'
recent experience what runaway inflation does to ruin every other worthy
purpose. We are slowing it; we must
stop it cold."
"This is hot a policy of the quick
fix ," Ford asserts in his 1977 budget
message. - "It"- does not hold out the
hol low nromise that we can wipe 'but
inflation and unemployment overnight .
Instead---it is an honest , realistic
policy-a- policy that says we can
steadily reduce inflation and unemployment if we;maintain a prucient>
"
balanced approach .

Q: "You 're talking about more eff- " .

\

_____________

HAtRCUTTING

_

C o m m o n Cause

"We must not continue drifting in
the direction of bigger arid bigger
government. The driving force of
our 200-year history has been our
private sector . If we relv on it
and nuture it, the eco nomy will
continue to grow , providing new and
better choices for our people and the
resources necessary to meet our shared
needs. If , instead , we continue to .
inctease fovernmen t's share of ourV
economy , we will have no choice but
to raise taxes and will , in the process ,
dampen further the forces of competition ,
risk , and reward that heve served us
well."
"From the very beginning, I
forced Congress to abandon, or to
severely cut back reckless Federal
spending programs. One of my most
important weapons is the vetoy I
vetoed 49 bills sent to me by the '*
Congress And 42 of those vetoes have
been sustaind .saving the American
taxpayer' $13 billion."
" I have done more than talk about
trying to get. the bureaucracy under ,
control. " The first decision I made
when I became President in August of
1974 , was to insist upon a cut back in
the projected increase In Federal em- •'
ployment of 55,000. And we achieved :;
that reduction .
"

PROFILES
, '. -"

. —Jeff *Wuono

The profile and admissions statistics on this year 's
freshman dass haverecently been released by the
Admissions Office; these figures revealcertain continuities in admission policy as well as several facts
which stand out as unique when compared to statistics of previous freshmen classes. One such unusual
figure is the number of applications which the college
received for the class of 1980; the 2986- applications
denotes a drop of approximately one hundred from
the previous year. This statistic, at a time when competition for college admission is generally increasing,
appears all the moreunusual whenone takes into consider
ation the relativesize of the past two freshmen
cbz
.
1975 as compared to the 447jreri_*_sof the Class of
1980. Harry R Canoll, Dean of Adn_ssion,e xplains
that this discrepancy in class size is due to an -unusually
large Class of 1978. A preponderance of students "
accepted Colby's offer of admission for this class
than the Admission 's Office had previously anticipated
and thus, the administration was forced to reduce the
size of the following freshmen class. This-accounts
for the relativ ely small number of students who
comprise this year 's sop homore class.
Several facts and figu res concerning the Class of
1980 are comparable to those of previous freshman
classes; 68% of the.students gradu ated from high
schools, with 32% attending independent schools. *
Secondary school precentages for the Class of 1979
are virtually the same. Scholastic Aptitude Test
Scores and secondary school class rankings are also
quite similar: -p lurality of both classes were in the
top 40% of their gradu ating hi gh school classes, with
a distinct majority of students scoring 550 or better
on both parts of the SAT's. Concerning non-academic
activities, athletics, music, publications and student
government continu e to be the most popular extracurricular pursuits of entering freshmen. Although
admission literature states that 'the college 'seek's'V
applicant of diverse geographical backgrounds, Colby
nonetheless continues to draw an overwhelming
maj ority of its stu dents from the North east, with a
mere 44 members of the Class of 1980 matriculating
from areas other th an New England and the Middle
Atlantic states.
One interesting discrepancy between the freshman classes of the past two years concern s financial
aid. Despite the fact that the overall amount of aid
relegated by the college to the freshman class-has
increased slightly, the number of freshmen actually
receiving this assistance has dropped considerably
from 137 to 116. Although these figures are undoubtedly
due, in part, to the different sizes of the two classes,
the percentage of freshmen receiving financial aid
has also undergone a reduction from 36% to 25%.
This year's profile of the freshman class reveals
that Colby continues to attract stu dents of fairly
similar academic and extracu rricular interests and
abilities; educational and geographical backgrounds
of the Class of 1980 also parallel those of preceding
freshman classes. It is in the areas of class size and
financial aid where the major dissimilarities between
the classes of 1979 and 1980 surface.
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Continued from Pg 20
And yet, all is not forsaken , for amidst the maze
of tradition and the mandates of old-school learning,
a real edu cation can be found. But it must bev sought
and not accepted. Education can be found at Colby,
although not usually in the classroom, but in the touch
and sharing of individuals. There is no value in fact,
only in feeling. Teaching is not an act between a
professor and student, but between two people on
equal ground.- Therefore, when Colby's President
denounces members of the faculty in bold face for
attempting to break the academic barriers, for a more
intimate relationship with their stu dents, I can only
be amazed. Realizing the short-coming of the serendi p ity method of edu cation , I have nothing but
praise for these professors.
We can clearly see the opportunity for real education
is available to us all-it is our duty to take control of
our knowledge and attempt to view the world beyond
the benign limits of illusion and abstraction and evaluate ourselves and our world on a more realistic
level. We, at this point in our lives do notwant an
institutionally controlled edu cation. For the world ,
as Emerson points out can already be ours. He said
,- ^~
j(or wrote): •
The world is his who can see thro ugh it 'spre ten- .
sions. What deafnes s, what stone-blind custom, what
over-grown error you behold is there only by sufferance-by your suff erance. See it to be a lie and you
have alread y dea lt it a mortal blow.

See it tb be a lie. . .those words should echo as
you look around you , educated men and women, the
glory of American society-heirs to the greatest humanistic egalatarfan society in the world. A free and open
society? Look around you, look closely at the faces,
the eyes. . .Can you smile at a face you don't know, can
you speak to a person you 've never met, can you merely
stop from diverting your eyes when they meet a stranger 's?
We live in a time of contradiction and disunity,
there is just too little solidarity between us, and our
educational methods and ideals only enforce our
separation.
We've got to humanize our institutions to the
varieties of life, we've too long stressed the smoothedged , polished American. He just doesn 't exist. I'm
for dulled surfaces, rough edges, blemished faces,
worn.clothes and stu bby beards. We've got to assert
our uniqueness, in order to see the lie. We are the hope
even in our diminished position.
We possess the ,potential of a real counter-force.
We have the opportunity to educate ourselves beyond
the scope of institutional America; but in order to do so
we must cast off the insipid limiting idealism programmed
into us for the past fifteen years, and stand on our
own, not as American dream dolls, with gayly painted
faces; we must get back in touch with ourselves. . .
it is the goal of education. If I might return again to
Ken McClane, who said:
7/7 might ask one thing it would be that we
. . .begin to put our minds and thoughts back on the
rigors of being humane and feeling. It is terribly
difficult to love, and it is time to love again . We can no
longer keep at a safe remove fro m our inner voices.
What we have been doing is not enough.
And thus we stand on the interface between the
present and the future , with a myriad of p ossibilities
~
and direction from which to choose. We can opt
for the conventional way out and maintain the
sacred equilibrium, or we can p-ursue a new path and
rep lace tradition and myth with a realistic encounter
of ourselves and our world. We must cease the ravage
of the present by the past and begin to build the :
^
present for men and women, not institution. We ;
must be able to dance naked in the temp le of the
streets as we really are. Nothing more could possibly
be asked of us. . .

Some Kiada Bomb Stare
-Nick Mencher
In early July of this past summer, Claude DuPerry, the
Chemistry department's stock man, found seven six-ounce
vials bearing labels reading nitroglycerin in the acid room
in the basment of Keyesscience building. The bottles were
covered with dust and lay jumbled in a drawer containing
other bottles. He packed them carefull y in a box and took
themupstairs to one of the lab roams. When Professor
Evans Reid, the chairman of the aiemistry department,
returned from a sick leave on Friday Jul y 23rd, DuPerry showed
him the vials. Professor Reid verified diat they contained
nitroglycerin and estimated the bottles contained 35 to 40
ounces of the unstable fluid.
Professor Reid locked the bottles in the cod, dark lab
roomtill Monday tlie 26th, when he calledSargent Qinton
Caron of die Watervillepolice department At 9:3QAM the
next day Sargent Caron and bomb squad experts from the
Brunswick Naval Airbnse arrived oi\ campus. (Sgt. Caron
explained that the delay was caused by die necessity of alerting
state and federal officials.) KeyesScience building, Bixler,
and Life.Scicnces were evacuated. Firemen and policc
blocked traffic along the, mile and a half route to an aban- ,
dow^.gntVd pit just west of the 1-95 cwrqpnssori Ckwrity
road.Then, after ol*4aiiiiicpemni_aonfromEust-iirf
remove the viols. b6mb squad experts took the bottles
in two cars'jtravellina at five miles per hour to the quarry,
ptieadi tripiab*^
corifrtot*^ bottles to

to the gravelpit, taking twobottles the first and second
trip and three on die last trip.
The vials were then detonated with electric blastingcaps.
According to Professor Reid, tlie longer nitroglycerin
ages, th e more sensitive to changes in light and motion it
becomes. He estimated the bottles to be m ore than 25 years ,
old As to tlie strength of the fluid, Professor Reid said that,
"One ounce is sufficient to blow an arm or head off an
enclosed space."
Sargent Caron noted that the vials had been part of a
governmentsponsored e_qj erirnentat die downtown campus
during the thirties. He went on to say the vials contained
varying strengths of the fluid, including an eighth unlabeled
bottle that had been tentatively identitied by Professor Reid
as not containingxhitro^ycerin. Sgt Caron estimated the
contents of the unlabeledbottle to be, "not fantastically
dangerous,"but had it detonated twodaysafter the first
sevenvials in die gravd pit
Mr. I}irary spent eight days sca_chihg the acid room
for more suspiciousvials,.and is now convinced that all the
nittogh/cerinhasbeenfound He alsopointed out that the
vials had been stored in a shelf on the side of the acid room
away from the new construction side, ProfessorFeidsaid '*'
that theexcavationand blastingconducted on the con- ,
struction site hid 'shaken Keyes and cracked a section
of one of the walls.

Coffe y ' s N e w Health Center
—Kent Wommack
i

A closed circuit TV camara/intercom/ electric
lock system, operated from the upstairs Nurse's Station,
guards the front door. A microwave oven supplements
the standard kitchen facilities in the dining room.
A new Quaisar color television compliments the second
fl oor "quiet room." Each bed is equipped with an
individual buzzer which rings at the Nurse 's Station.
Downstairs, sick call patients may be summoned by
loudspeaker , even though they are within easy earshot
of the information desk. One might think that no
effort was spared to make Colby's new health center,
which this fall replaced the antiquated facilities in
Roberts Unions, is one of the most attractive and
impressive buildings on campus - a sure stop for
any prospective studnet on tour. The project represents
a one m illion dollar investment, which was made
possible by several major grants as well as "the general
success of 1974 fundraising, " according to President
Strider.
Johnstone-Hotvedt, Inc., of Boston, served as the
architectural firm for the building. They had previously
designed the additional wing to the Bixler Art Center.
Carol Johnson, who was responsible for landscaping
the New Dorms, worked as the landscape architect.
Th e bu ildin g itself, for those who have yet to visit
it , has only two floors. The first floor houses the
offices of Colby 's two clinical psychologists, Director
of Health Services, Carl N elson , and Dr. Dore. There
is a Cast Room, Ph ysical Therapy Room, three sick
call rooms (Examination Rooms Number l,2,and
3), Conferen ce Room , Bathrooms, Service/Am bul ance
Entrance, Elevator, plush waiting lou nge, and an information desk.

Upstairs the Nurse's Station faces an expanse of
room furnished with block furniture and ringed by
patients' quarters. There are ten separate rooms, each
with two to four beds, and many are outfitted with
private bathrooms, sinks, partition curtains, and
lockers. There are only 24 permanent beds, a shortcoming which has been a source of some ill feelings
among students who note that even the old infirmary
had substantially more beds tiian two dozen. However,
the staff is quick to point out that the spacious '
lounge area can be partitioned into temporary rooms
with extra beds in case of an epidemic, such as Colby
experienced last spring. The second floor also contains
a dining room and kitchen, a study room for patients,
staff offices, and first aid and pharmacy rooms.

A substantial part of the floor, however, is simply
lou nge space which stretches upward the equivalent
of two stories. All this open space was specifically
designed to create a "su nny, cheerful, open feeling.," at which it succeeds admirably.
The windows at the top of the walls face east and
were designed to absor b available "solar energy."
This idea, so far, has proved less successful due to
difficulty in "controlling and circulating the solar
heat," according to Head Nurse Priscilla Sargent.
Nevertheless, a system of transferring heat from exhaust air back into the building is expected to save
substantially on heating costs.Stanlcy Palmer, chief
of Buildings and Grounds, noted that die construction
project should have the side effect of partially alleviating one problem which landed many students
in the infirmary in the first place. The end of the
Dana path, near Lovejoy, is notorious for icing
over during die winter and creating extremely hazardou s footing , The problem, Palmer explained, are
natural springs near the chapel, which drain down to
the path. It is hoped that the repaving of the chapel/
infirmary driveway will help channel this water elsewhere.

Still sensitive abou t the student protest which
marred the start of the project, administration officials point out that, with the infirmary completed,
attention may now be focused on Roberts Union as
the site for a future Student Center. They note that
this use of the free space in Roberts would be both
practical and economical. A committee formed over
one year ago is still working on a plan for the renova
tion of Roberts, and recommendations are expected
this year.
Otherwise little has changed in Colby 's health
services. Doctor Dore, who has served Colby for
approximately twenty-five years and who is widely
respected in Waterville as a general practioner, still
has exclusive domain at Colby. He holds sick call from
8:0O AM to 9tO0AM every weekday. Nu rse Sargent
heads up her traditional crew of six nurses, with
only one new face, Jeanette Easton, on the staff.
No name for the new health center has been voted
on by the Board of Trustees, but President Strider
termed the possibilities "interesting," and expects
a decision at least by the winter meeting in J anuary.
Once a name has been chosen, a dedication ceremony
will take place. There are rumors that the dedication
will be climaxed by the traditional breaking of a new
wine botde against the building, with the peculiar twist
of filli ng the bottle with some very old wine. Then
agai n , they might decide to fill it with Carp Syrup and
salt left over from the days in Roberts.

ombi e

News

A Hawaiian man has patented a new type of casket
designed especially for people who would like to stand
up, rather than lay down-for eternity.^
The casket is a clear plastic see-through cylinder
which is lowered vertically into a hole about 32 inches
wide and eight-feet deep . Inventor Abner Nunes exp lains that by using this stand-up casket, a normal
cemetery,plot could hold three times as many people
as most graveyards now do.
Nunes says there are several other advantages
to the new coffin. The body is vacuum packed into
the cylinder so that no air enters.
In addition , the casket has an added advantage
at funerals: the casket is see-through , so the families
of the deceased can zee what the departed chose
to wear to his or her own funeral.

*********** **

A woman named Elsie R. Nixon has petitioned to
change her name, saying th at her currnet name is an
"abomination" and a "cause of embarrassment."
It 's not, however, the name Nixon that 's bugging
her. It turns out that Elsie Nixon hates the name Elsie
She complained to the court th at everyone call her
"E lsie the Cow".

ir

back

Many people talk about building a better mouse trap ,
but the American Dryer Corporation has actually done
something about it.
The Fall River, Massachusetts, company is out
with an automatic rodent trap that grabs the unlucky
rat with a pair of steel spiked , j aws. The rat is then
au tomatically electrocuted , p icked up and dumped into
a plastic bag where an arm attached to the trap pushes
the dead rat to the rear to m ake room for the next victim

* * ***********
Actress Julie Christie has signed to star in a movie
in which she becomes pregnant by a computer.
The M.G.M. film , to be tided "The Demon Seed,"
revolves around a computer named Proteus who
falls in love with a woman-and then does something
about it. Proteur proceeds to build himself a
moveable part out of stainless steel and quartz
in order to procreate.
The machine kills Christie's boyfriend and then
forces her to have its bionic baby. Donald Camell,
the director of "Perfo rmance ", says of his new
m ovies "It'sgoing to make 'The Exorcist ' look
like pea soup. "

* * * * * *+ * - * * * * *

A film producer in Georgia says that the shooting
on one of the latest horror movies is being hindered
by a worm shortage.
Edgar Lansbury is the executive produ cer of the
movie "Squirm ", and he reports he's being, forced to
fly in about 100,000 live worms a day because the
local worms don 't wiggle enough on camera.
Lansbury estimates that by the time "Squirm "
is finished, millions of worms will have crawled and
wiggled their ways across the set.
"Squirm" is abou t a small community that is attacked
and terrorized after millions of earthworms get
zapped during a power accident and crawl to the ...
'siirfact to attack and kill h_m_hse ;v> ; - ' : '-0-,, 0;-iiL-:»¦;•¦-- .
* * * * * **.* * * * * * *

Entertainer Anne Marie has filed a $500,00"0 damage
suit against two Oaklahoma City newspapers which
refused to publish advertisements for her ni ghtclub act.
The 21-year-old entertainer insists that the ads for
her act, which feature her photograph , are not off-color
or obscene. Anne Marie claims her measurements
are 67-25-36.

AT THE

CIR C ULATIO N D E S K

-Peter Wise

¦A C I 0 I U fll
The Sphinx must solve her own riddle. If the
whole of history is in one' man , it is all to be experienced
,
from individua l experience. "
-Ralph Waldo Emerson
It 's as if Buk owski pulled Jack Kerouac out of the
grave, brought him back to life with cheap port wine,
¦
dressed him in a third-hand suit , and renamed him
Henry Chinaski. In On the Road , Dean Moriari t y
and gang rockets back and forth across the United
States in a 1950 Hu dson. In Factotum , Chinaski
chugs from one dirty city to another in a Greyh ound
bus with five pints of whiskey stashed in his suitcase.
Morirari ty and his "angelic hipster" friends get cosmic
visions to the tempo of a frenetic jazz saxop h onist.
I n a slcezy L.A. hotcl room , a dru nk en Chinaski
screws another five-dollar wh ore, while a Mahl er
symphony comes across the transistor radio.
Both 1 Moriarity and Chinaski have moved out to
the, fringe of society, where they can make a world
out of their own idiosyncracies instead of carving
it ou t of other men 's flesh , as is normally the case.
Af t er gett ing fired from a ladies' drcsswear shop,
Chinaski t hinks ,
That scene in the office stayed with me. Those
cigars, the fine clothes, I thought pf good steaks,

by CHARLES BUKOWSKI

long rides up widing driveways tha t led to beautiful
homes. Ease. Trips to Europe. Fine women. Were
they tha t much more clever tha n I? The only differ ence
was money, an d the desire to accumulate it.
Chinaski doesn 't want to be a millionaire, he
just wants to be left alone to write his short stories.
But like any oth er human being, h e som et imes dreams
of being rich. ,
.
I 'd do it too! I 'd save my pennies. I 'd get an
id ea, I 'd spring a loan. I 'd hire and fire. I'd keep
whiskey in my desk drawer. I'd have a wife with
size 40 breasts and an ass that would make the
paperboy ' on the corner come in his pants when be
saw it wobble, I 'd cheat, on her and she 'd know it
and keep silent in order to live in my house with my
wealth. I 'd f ire men just to see the look of dismay
¦ ¦
on their faces. ti ¦ •
.
The great American Dream. Do esn 't Bukowski
make it sound good? Chinaski refuses to join
this world of tlie working, stiff , the clog cat dog
woild, so he ends up eating dog shit
Factouim-the word means handyman ? a jac k of
all trades and master of none. Factotum is the story
of a man who would like.to be a writer, bu t is usuall y
too busy trying to get a grip, on survival. He tells ,
his em ployers that he's a pain ter , so thej/put him

The U.S. Forest Service reports it has developed the world'
first solar-powered outhouse. .
The Forest Service says that this sun-po*wered flush
roilet of the future is being located in Montana 's Custer
National Forest, 9200 feet above sea level. It will be
powered by 1664 solar cells.
One problem , the Foxest Service admits, is that
no one knows if the space age John will work after a few
cloudy days.

* * * * * * * ** * * * *
A Kentucky court has dismissed a suit filed against
Colonel Harland Sanders of fried chicken fame which
- alleged .that 'theXiplpnelJhad insulted his own" product;
One of the KentuckyTried Chicken franchise restau rants in Bowling Green, Kentuck y, initiated the
action, complaining that the Colonel had "libeled"
the quality of die food.
The suit cited remarks.made by Colonel Sanders
published in two Louisville newspapers, where the
aging Colonel described the gravy served in all Kentucky Fried Chicken restaurants as tasting like
"wallpaper Paste".

to work hanging cardboard posters in the subway.
He tells them he 's a writer, and they let him work
as a shipping clerk for a comic book publisher. Here's
a job you might like:
The flames of the ovm leaped fifteen feet high.
The inside of tbe oven mas like a ferris wheel. Each
ledge held twelve screens. When the oven man (me)
had filled a ledge 'he . kicke d a lever which turned
t he wheel one no t ch, bringing down the next
emp ty, ledge.
The screens xoere heavy. Lifting one screen could
tire a man. If y ou though t about doing it for eight
hours , lifting hundreds of screens , y ou 'd never ma k e
it. Green biscuits, red biscuits, yellow biscuits, b rown
biscuits, purple bisctdts, bl ue b iscuits, vitamin biscuits , vegetable biscuits.
On such jobs men become tired, They experience
a weariness beyon d fatigue. They say mad , brilliant
things, Out of my head , I cussed and talk ed and
cracked jokes and sang, Hell boils with laughter .
^
Even the Elf laughed at me:
If you t hink Colby College is bad , dr op ou t and work
in a dog biscuit factory.
Bukowski is the writer Kerou ac never lived to become; a man wi thout innocence writing with straightforward , bru tal realism--thc end-product of gett ing
knocked down a lot. Like the hard-hit drunk down
at tlie corner bar, Bukowski will tell his story whether,
you want to listen or not. Just for a second , stop
ignoring tha t old man on ' the barstool next to you.
Enter his world which he offers so freely. I guarantee
you 'll walk away bruised,

ATTENTION SENIORS
N-

Please start thinking about things you 'd like to
do this year. (i.e. Parties, Fundraisers, Films, etc).
Get in touch with any one of yonr class fifflr.cn: sr -or!

IRC

vKi p

Somo s Amigos
Nous sommes amis
Wodajoch Nen . :¦. - . Hepimiz Arkadasiz
Amra Bandhu
. -Bobura wa Toiriodachi da
We are friends!

FELLOWSHIP-ANNOUNCEMENT
Senior-level undergraduates are eligible for Grants
and Fellowships in their fields of specialization in the
Scandinavian countries. App lications must be documented by.November 1, 1976 for the Marshall Fellowships
December 1, 1976 for the ASF Fellowships
For more information see Echo bulletin board
in Career Counseling Office.

CXC

**

Representatives from grad. schools and companies
will be coming to Colby during the next twb_ weeks.
Students may sign up for interview times in the
Career Counseling Office, 110 LJ.

Contact: J eff Gottesfeld 465-3520

Oct. 11 Cornell "Unisersity MBA
Oct. 12 Amos Tuck School of Business
Oct. 12 U.S. Navy
Oct. 13 Northeastern University
(Business and Professional Accoun ting)
Oct. 13 Harvard Business School
Oct. 14 UNH Whittemore School MBA
If you happen to see visitors strolling around
campus on Saturday afternoons as if they didn 't
know where they were going, please direct th em
to - Roberts Union where Campus Tours leave every
half hour from 12 to 4:30PM.
5fJ5j»

On Sunday October 3rd the eucharist will be
celebrated atop Runnals Hill instead of the usual
location (Rose Chapel). Weather permitting, we
will meet at Rose Chapel at about 10AM and proceed
to Runnals Hill for the 10:15 mass.
Afterwards, there will be a picnic lunch sponsored
b y N ewman either on Runnals Hill or at Johnson
Pond. Please sign up with the food services by noon
on Friday to ensure yourself of a bag lunch (excludes
those who already signed up last Sunday).

**

On Wednesday evening, October 6, there will be
an informal Sophomore class meeting at 7PM in
Dana Lou nge. This will give an opportunity to anyone
to make suggestions for any functions to be
held this year. There is a wide range of possibilities op en and any interested sophomore is encouraged
to attend. For more information contact a sophomore*
class officer.

KAvfS
* The Educational Testing Service has announced
that smdents completing teacher preparations programs
may take the NATIONAL TEACHER EXAMINATIONS
on any of the following dates...
November 13, 1976
February 19, 1977
July 16, 1977
The results of these, examinations is an important
factor in the selection, certification, and licensing
of teachers.
fy
Test ing cen t ers an d other inf ormat ion ar e
available in the Career Counseling Office-LJ 110,
* The Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT),
will be offered on October 30, 1976 an il on J anuary
29, 1977. The GMAT is a test of academe aptitu de
designed t o est ima te an applican t's promise t o succeed
in a program of graduate study leading to an MBA
or equivalent degree. Information and reg ist rat ion
materials for the test are available from Dr. Walter
Zukowski, LJ-307.

I
I
I
I

The Center for Coordinated Studies Experimental
College (CXC) began its fall series of classes on
Monday, September 27. Sophmore Willie Singleton
and seniors Jeff Gottesfeld and Lisa Mathey are this
year 's co-directors. The Experimental College catalogue,
published before the freshmen arrived, lists nearly
twenty cou rses offered to the Colby community without charge. The courses range from Contemporary
Black Women Writers to Bicycle Repair, from International Vegetarian Cooking to a Psychotropics
Seminar. All courses are being taught by volunteer
teachers.
- This is the second semester that the Experimental
College has offered courses. Created by a team of students last January and based on a model program
at the University of Maine, Orono, the first Experimental College semester offered a modest program.
However, the State of Maine gran ted the CXC $400
renewable every six months, and the CXC made
the transition from a Colby-oriented program to a
community oriented organization. This year, nearly
one-quarter of the courses are being taught by nonColby affiliates, and registration from off-campus
people has been strong. The expected mix in CXC
classes will be 50/50 Colby-Waterville.
In addition to its courses, the CXC is planning
varied activities for the coming year. Some of these
inclu de a conference for alternative educators in
Maine, a possible recycling plant for the community,
and more modest ventures like frisbee workshops,
apple-p icking days, Kennebec River ckan-ups, and
the like. But the CXC planners are taking their time,
and won 't proceed to any new programs until the ones
now scheduled are set to go.
At the first organizational meeting of the CXC,
nearly forty interested people attended. The entire
campus was represented , making a change from the
usual Foss-WoodmariTiomogeneity of last year. At
the opening meeting, Jeff Gottesfel d gave a brief
history of the CXC, spoke about the year 's courses,
and outlined the amount and type of work that
will be done. Poster crews were organized , people
volunteered to man the CXC registration table downtown, and the catalogue supplement (coming out
in the next two weeks) was discussed.
The CXC has been getting extensive press coverage
in the Waterville area, both in the electronic and
Jtn
the printed media. Inquiries have
as far away as Sharon , Maine , and new p eople h ave
volunteered to teach courses. The CXC has been
invited to attend the national Free University Network
conference in Louisville, Kentucky, in October.
For m ore inf ormat ion , call the CXC office, 843-1131,
extension 236 at Colby, in the afternoon.
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R&R AUTO PARTS , INC.

y

Kennedy Memorial Drive
Oakland , Maine
AUTO PARTS,PAINTS & MARINE SUPPLIES

Where

WHERE EXPERIENCE COUNTS
COLBY COLLEGE DISCOUNTS
465-7963

465-7964

We are friends. We are members of the International
Relations Club, an organization comprised of foreign
and American individuals who desire to become more
fully aware of various cultures and international
affairs. We hope to cultivate this understanding
through informal discussions, visits by guest speakers,
special dinners, informative studies of current issues, l
and thought-provoking films.
Overseeing our efforts will be Mr. Kodama and
Mr. Hauss.
Officers and execuive committee:
Chairperson: Awetu Simesso
Vice-Chairperson s Bobby Wong
Secretary: Marcia Gomez
Treasurer: Qaiser Kahn
Publicity: Angela Mickalide
Social Activities: Maggy Duteau
Films: Ju lio Sanchez
Publication: Sue Thivierge
Program Coordinator: Natalyn Boykih
The organization welcomes anyone who would
like to learn with us and partici pate in our activities.
Watch for futher information about upcom ing events
in the ECHO as well as on posters and bulletin boards

K i n g s l e y F ills
Ne ws Po st
A Maine newspap erman, Peter Kingsley, has been
appointed director of the Colby College News Bureau.
He succeeds Mark Leslie. The announcement was
'
made today by President Robert E.L. Strider of
'
Colby.
has
been
serving
as
bureau chief of
,
Kingsley, 33
the Kennebunk office of the Biddeford-Saco Jou rnal.
He graduated from Middlebury College as a psychology
major and received a_ M.A. in journalism from the
University of Michigan.
Prior to being employed by the Journal, Kingsley
reported on U.S. Senate activity for Commerce Clearing House, In c. (Washington, D.C.), a news agency
specializing in business and labor information.
While living in Michigan, he fou nded and operated ,
an independent news service, "Environmental News."
From 1966-6 7 Kingsley was a Peace Corps volunteer
in the south-African country of Botswana, where
he taught biology and Eng lish at a teacher training
college in Lobatsi.

Los

Su br os a

The Spanish Club plans to bring you films and
gu est speakers who rep resent Spain and Latin America.
Several times a week Mesa Espanola , t h e Spanish
table,t will meet in one of the dining halls for lunch. ,
Every body is welcome to join us for some informal
practice in conversational Spanish. (Time and p la ce
will be annou nced.) We also hope to sponsor worksh ops to teach f oiledanc es fr om Mexico , H ondu ras
and Sou th America. Other activities for this year include Paco 's Ta cos,-and games of scrabble and monopbl y
in Spanish.
Of course, t here will also be par t ies! So, if you 're
interested in learning more (or sharing what you already
know ) abou t t he Hispanic world while having a good
time, please, let us know. For more information contact: Stacey Cox, 350 Woodman , ext . 53 3 or Tom
Wakeman , 219 Dana ext, 455, Time and place?of our
¦
first meeting will be announced in the ECHO. In the " • - ..
meant ime, st op by if you have questions or suggestions,
Hasta Luegol

Sheraton reservations office overseas. Students and
faculty members should identify themselves when
checking in or when making reservations and request
the discount.
"It's a. very simple system", explains Larry K.
Walker, director of rooms operations for Sheraton.
"If the particular hotel or inn decides tharguest
rooms will be available for discount sale, students
or faulty members can have the discount just by asking
for it when making their reservation in advance."
If the management at individual hotels and inns
feel they will not sell every room on certain nights,
they can make the rooms available at a 25 percent
discount for traveling college students or faculty m embers.
For students and faculty members planning trips,
free Sheraton directories are available at every Sheraton
hotel or motor inn, or by writing to Directory, The
Sheraton Corporation, 470 Atlantic Ave., Boston,
MA 02210. The directory not only includes every
Sheraton open but those planned for the near futu re
and a complete list of overseas reservations offices.

W A SH I N G TON
November 5 is the deadline for
application to the American University
in Washington, _>.C.Spring term candi-.
dates should contact Sandy Maisel,
the one in The Pit. Details and
analysis of the Washington Semester
Program in next week's ECHO.

j o b open ings
The Winslow Parks and Recreation Dept. is offering
the following jobs for the fall-winter season. All
p ositions are open immediately, and are part-time.

JESUS CHRISTSUPERSTAR?.

Soccer instructor (two openings at $3.00/hr.)
Arts and Crafts instructor (one opening at $3.00>/hr)
Guitar Instructor (one opening at $3.00/hr)
Youth Center Supervisor (2 openings at $2.50/hr)
Ice Skating Instructor/Supervisor
(three openings at $3.00/hr)
Maintenance Laborer (one opening at $2.30/hr)
Interested people may obtain more information
in the Career Counseling Office Lovejoy 110.
"
*
¦
#
¦

•

Part time housekeeping Aide-general cleaning
in the Operating Room Area, at the Waterville
Osteopathic Hospital Salary $2.50/hr. (weekends
in the eveninjgs)
Part time Transporter for Radiology Dept. (move
patients from rooms to radiology and back) -at
Waterville Osteopathic Hospital. Salary $2.50/houf.
(weekends in the morning)

/

siesK

Carriage Inn in Pittsfield needs waiters and waitresses,
bar tenders, desk clerks and entertainment groups
and cooks.
Full or part time positions.
'
#*

•

¦
'

Weekend job on the country-side child care,
woodsplitting, carpentry, household help (any combination) During the week, child care on campus afternoons. Sal ary negotiable. . .
Red Apple Orchard needs apple-pickers at any or
all hours of the week. 35 cents/bush el or about
$3.00/hour. Must supply own transportation.

**

A small group of Colby students have banded together
to undertake on ot the most ambitious Jan
Plans in Colby's history. Their idea is to produce
a touring company of the Rock Opera, J esus Christ
Superstar. This p articular production intends to involve
talented students from Jan Plan colleges across . the East
as well as Colby.
Auditions will be held during the month of November
at Colby and several other colleges. Rehearsal will begin
immediately after Christmas, followed by an opening
performance at the Waterville Opera House in the middle
of January. From there, the group will tour for three
weeks to colleges in northern New England . As these plan
indicate, it is intended to be an intensive 8-week
education in all problems of theatre pro duction,
touring, and the business headaches involved.
If you are interested in getting in on the initial planning
or the business and legal end of this project , contact
either:
Mike
Yeagier x545 >
•u ,
Helen Richmond x535
Iha-Lee Toll x533.
ESCAPE!,
While the weather is still pleasant why hot take
a trip to the Outing Lodge on Great Pond , 10 miles ,
from campus. The water 's' a Iitde chilly, but there 's
a cabin and a cabana for shelter and the peace and
quiet of the lakefront is a great break from the
ratrace on May flower Hill. See Sue Benson in Roberts
Union for the keys and directions to the facility.
There are also sailing boats (420's) at the lodge
that can be used by interested and qualified sailors.
Geoff Emanuel, D.U. ext. 552 is the person to contact
about using the boats.

.

$1.00 per hour, Mondays and Wednesdays. 1:00 p.m.
to 5:45 p.m., for 8 mon ths old chil d, for 6 we eks ,
starting Monday, Sep tember 27. Call ext. 227 between
8:30 a.m. and noon and 1:00 p.m , to 4:30 p.m.

'

i

I Open Weekdays Til 11
\j
'
[. ¦Weekend s Til 1
j
[ Only 1 ) k miles from Colby
I Hot Dogs 4/ #1*
We 'll Deliver if You Call Us ]
r '' Come on out for a beer and

J burger some night "

[•Near The Airport Rd. ,

L__w

S BOB-IN Restaurant

••

Enter Mademoiselle 's 40th Annual College
Board/Guest Editor Competition. This is an essay
contest for any undergraduates who are interested in writing and journalism. An excellent
opportunity! Entry must be postmarked by N ov.
1!
Come to the Career Counseling Office for more
information;

WANTED: Babysitter - on campus.

1

A lecture inaugurating the Ellerton M. Jette
Professorship of Art at Colby College will be presented
Thursday, Sept. 30, by Professor James Carpenter,
who has been named to'the chair.
His illustrated lecture on "The Artist as Critic
and Self-Critic" will be at 8PM in Colby 's Given
Auditorium.
Jette, an honorary life trustee, served as College's
board chairman from 196 5 to 1970. He has been
instrumental in many of Colby's development projects
and , with his wife Edith , heavily involved in the
development of the college's art program and resources
The Jettes are honorary graduates.

FRESHMEN!
Don 't forget many of the coupons you received
from W elcome Wagon exp ire at the end of this
mon t h!

Part time caretaker-helping to mow lawns an d cli p
grass in a cemetery at Belgrade. Salary: $2.00/hour.
Need own transportation,

J IMM Y B'S

••

Intramural X-country meet will be held on October 10th starting at 3:00PM between ATO and Johnson Pond. The course will be about 2.5 miles long.
Further course details will be posted and issued to
team captains. Submit individual or team (5 persons min. and 7 max. if team is to count in final
scoring) entries by October 5 th to KEN COLTON
PDT ext. 554.
Note: Varsity lettermen in track and X-country
are ineligible to be members of team s competing for
intramural points.

________________ J

Bargain-hunting, economy-minded college students
and facul ty members are elig ibl e for a 25 percen t
discou nt at Sheraton ho tels and motor inns around
the world.
.
Revers atio ns may be made two ways: by using the
toll-free central reservations phone (800-3 25-3 535)
in t he con t inen t al Uni te d St at es or t hrough any

|

Happy Hours

j

[
j

Every Mon .-Fri.
drinks & drafts J_prlce

3
. j

3-4 PM
Restaurant open i
Mon .-Fri.
6PM- 2AM

J
|

;

:

L, TARPIFE JEWELERMo,,

*

40 Mcln Street

ATTENTION GOURMETS
The kitchen on the second floor of Roberts
available for student use. It's equipped with a stove,
oven and refrigera t or , and a wide array of utensils
can be signed out at the Roberts desk. Take advantdgel
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28-13

-Ruston Lodi
As the final seconds ticked away, Middlebury
halfback Roy Heffernan walked the side lines
congratulating his defensive teammates. Six
times they took the ball away from Colby - 2 fumbles
and 4 pass interceptions - all of which lended to
Middlebury 's 28-13 victory over Colby Saturday
afternoon.
"the combination of an alert defense and the all
around offensive ability of Heffernan led to Colby 's
dem ise. The defense .cored once and set up 2 others,
Heffernan was the main offensive employee, catching
3 passes for 28 yds. and carry ing 25 times for 146 yds.
and one tou chdown.
The first third of the game, however, was a different story
The Colby offense, th ough not as potent as in its final
scrimmage against Bowd oin, was not making costly
mistakes. When a Middlebury fake punt failed to
achieve a first down, the Mule offense cap italized.
Faced with a third and ten on the Middlebury 27,
Quarterback Steve Plomaritis rolled left , pulled up, and
s
secondary during Saturday '
hit Reid Cassid y back across the middle for a 27 yd.
s Steve Celata moves into the Middlebury
Colby'
¦
scoring play- Plomaritis kicked the extra point and
;. ,
games.(Photo by David Ashcraft) ,„'m^_ -i_i__iiiiimrii
Colby led 7-0.
Colby threatened again, moving to the Middlebury
38 earl y in the second quarter on the stre ngth of 12
and 10 yd. runs b y Joe Ciota and a 14 yd. run by
Gerry Teeven. The drive stalled, however, and
Larry Sparks just missed a 45 yd. field goal.
The game began to take its final shape after this
series. A Colby fumble gave Middlebury the ball on the
46 and the Vermonters drove inside the Colb y ten,
onl y to have the drive st opped due to clutch plays by
Phil McCarthy, George Dolan, and Bob Dorval. Colb y
had to get th« ball out of its territory and did - to the
36 where another Colby fumble gave Middlebury the
ball again. This time, Middlebury cashed in,
sc ori ng finally on a 10 yd . option run by Q,B. Mike
Miles. The kick was good and the score was tied 7-7.
The halfthne deadlock did not last long.
Middlebury took the second half kick off and keyed b y
Heffernan , marched into Colby terrirory, scoring
suddenly on a 29 yd. run by John Dobek.
Down for the first time, Colby had to produce
offensivel y. Middlebury was having no problem stopp ing
the running game and just waited for Colb y to pass.
Defenders Hank We-wmanf^}- George Dolan(44), Jay McSweeney(35) and Phil
Q.B. Frank S ears (who replaced Plomaritis in the second
McCarthy(81) bring down a Middlebury receiver.(Photo by Cathie Marqusee)
quarter) had a rough day throwing 4 costly interceptions
The turnovers hurt Col by dearly- in the third quarter,
for example, the Mules had the ball nine plays
Middlebury began
Indeed , that was the case as
while Middlebury possessed it for 30'center snaps.
Dennis Lundgren was the offensive standout,
to grind it out on the ground , and eat up valuable time,
"Our offense was guilty of both poor blocking
catching 4 passes for 96 yds. and one T.D. Don Furcillo
The final dash to Colby 's hopes was when Middlebury
and execution "said Colby head.coach Richard McGee.
had a fine game at tackle for the Mules.;.
linebacker Durane Ford p icked off a Sears pass and
"Our Q.B. read the option poorl y and threw well only
The offense, now, is the question mark as Colby
score. The kick was good and
ds.
for
the
took
it
60
y
when he had time to".
faces Wesleyan away next week. Coach McGee p lans '
Middlebu ry had a 21-7 lead.
However, going into the fourth qu arter it was still
to alternate his qu arterbacks again until one establishes
On the next series, Middlebury intercepted again,
14-7. Credit the Colb y defense for keeping the gam e
himself as first string. Wesleyan , although upset by
behind the heroics
40.
Mainly
Colby
the
this
time
on
close.
Tufts last week 13-12, is one of the stronger teams
of Heffernan, Middlebury ground it down to the one
Said McGee-."I was.very happy w ith our defense.
T.D.
's
fin
al
Colby will face this season. It has 18 starters
his
team
where, fittingly, Heffernan scored
We had a few new faces and I didn 't think the defense
;
Colby closed out the scoring late in the game
would do as well as they did. Unfortunately, they
returning and according to Coach McGee, defense is
Mark
to
flanker
overhand
lateral
Plomaritis
a
Steve
spent too much time on the field. "
its strong suit. So if Colby can generate an offense
with
a
dgren
and
hit
Dennis
Lun
Higgins who turned
to go along with the defense that played so well
the
game
kick
tailed
and
The
d.
scoring
strike.
30
y
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Saturday, it has a good chance to win. If not,
ende d, 28-13.
an 0-2 start would be disheartening for the Mules,
The highlight of the game for Colby was the overall
wh o f eel , to a 'rrian, that they can dp well this year. '
efforts
of
Phil
a
ll
y
the
especi
efense
and
lay
o
f
t
he
d
p
McCarthy, who st opp ed vir tu ally everything in front
ART SUPPLIES
of him effectively, an d f orc efull y. G eorge Dolan also
74 MAIN STREET
had a fine day, making several key hi ts an d a couple of
fine returns,
,. >*
i
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Boo ier $ l&se J q Bowd&in

Bowdoin came out v in the second
half displaying a good deal more
drive and intensity, as they forced
the play down into the Colby end. Only
a series of excellent saves by Cline
s
kept the score at 2-1. One of these
saves brought a roar from the crowd ,
as the Mule netminder made a left hand
deflection of a hard liner fired from
point blank range. However , Bowdoin
kept up the attack and finally increased
their lead to 3-1 at about the 5
minute mark ia the second half .
The goal came on a blistering shot
by Bowdoin 's left inside from the
center of the penalty area. Cline
did no t have a chance to react to fiie shot as he was partially screened on
the play.
Colby came back and began to mount
their own attack. Left wing Russell
Brewer made some excellent crosses
in front of the Bowdoin goal , and
Center forward Sean Smith had a
break away only to shoot high of the
goal. The Bowdoin goalie was called
Morton)
for a foul on the corner kick and
Bill Gruber slide-tackles a Bowdoin forward. (Pho to by Sally
junior Doug Grrpn converted the
ensuing penalty kick with a drive to
the upper right corner of the net.
The two teams battled in the
midfield area for the next 15 minutes
with neither team threatening seriously .
Then, at the eight minute mark , the
referee called fullback Bob Kwaitkowski for pushing in the Colby
penalty area. The call was a ^questionable one, as both players were
going for the ball and no more than
the normal amount of jostling seemed
to be going on. Bowdoin'
s Right
inside Moore took the penalty kick and
scored on a low shot to Cline 's left,
making it 4-2.
Moments later Colby had what seemed
to be a sure break away starting only
to miss-kick a pass right to a Bowdoin
fullback. This was Colby 's last serious
threat to score as Bowdoin kept the
ball in the Colby end for the remainder of the game. Bowdoin '
s final
Fullback Jon Hickok throws the ball in against Bowdoin .(Photo by John
goal came on another dubious call
Devine)
inside the Colhy penalty area. The
Colby opened the scoring with a
Bears lofted a corner kick into the
tally at the 5:15 mark in the first
penalty area and several players on
half . Bill Gruber 's direct kick from
both
teams leaped to head the ball.
¦ '¦ '
the left side of the penalty area
-Brooks Range
Colby '
s Andy Huber was knocked down
was headed in by right wing Bob Slutz.
and the ball kicked into his chest
'
The Colby College soccer team
.The referee ruled that the ball was
while he was on the ground . The referee
'already across the goal line when
played,host to a highly touted Bowdoin
called it a handball , and awarded
the
with
College eleven yesterday
Slutz hit it , so the goal went to
Bowdoin
another penalty shot. Moore
Mules coming out on the short end of
Gruber.
scored again and the eame ended'5-2.
a 5-2 score. Bowdoin came back five minutes
The performance of Coach Serdjenian 's
After Friday 's dismal showing at
later as center forward Owens drilled
charges marked a vast improvement
Bates, Coach Mark Serdgenian changed
home a pass from the left halfback
over their previous showing at Bates
his defensive set-up from a 3-4-3,
Matty Caras . As the half progressed ,
on Friday . They hustled , moved well
with a box of floating halfbacks, tb
the Mules increased their pressure
to the ball and passed well throughout
a 3-3-4, with a diamond configuration
on the Bowdoin defense , with the
the game. Outstanding performances
of fullbacks . Serdjenian hopes that
halfbacks chipping passes to forwards ,
were turned in by seniors Bill Gruber ,
this new alignment will enable the
Slutz, Sean Smith, and Mark Dalton.
Jon Hickok, and Bob Kwaitkows ki,
Mules to,.contend with the highly
However , the Mule offense could not
jynior Doug Giron , and sophmores
potent offenses of Bowdoin, Babson,
score again despite of their sever
tAndy
Huber, Russell Brewer and Rick
and U. Maine.
teen shots on goal in the first half .
Cline. There was a problem with
For the first half of the Bowdoin
A momentary lapse in comntunication
congestion in the center of the field
game the strategy worked estremely
between goalie Rick Cline and fullback
resulting from the new formation used
well . Colby continually beat Bowdoin
Chip Child resulted in the second
during the game. Coach Serjdenian
to thV 'ball* Clearly dominating the
Bowdoin goal. A Bowdoin halfback
'
¦
believes that this will be elimimidfield area. - ¦' ¦}' '. [¦¦- '"' , '" . . ':
.,.-'-•' .. . ¦;¦.
lofted a pass over the head of Child
nated
as the team becomes more and more
Halfbacks Bill, Gruber, Doug
and the Black Bear '
s right inside
familiar with this 3-3-4 set up.
Giron, and Andy Huber worked well
Moore , towards the Colby goal , As
In all, it.was an encouraging day
together arid kept , the Bowdoin forwards the,two players raced after the ball ,
for the home booters. Despite the
from utilizing £helt usually deft
Child appeared to move out of the way
final
score, they exhibited a great
short passing game.¦:.-. When the Bowdoin " to allow Cline to get to the l>all.
of tenacity and skill against
team did mp\re^the;ball into the Colby
Hovever, Cline was ridt yet close enough deal
this
talented Bowdoin squad . If the
goal area fullbacks Peter Simpson,
to .scoop it up, arid* the Bowdoin
*
team .continues to improve, and they ....
Jon Hickok , Bob Kwiatlcowski,/ #nd ,
. forward booted a^ grqutideic by the Mule
retain the same fighititig attitude
Chip Child were usually able t6 clear iv goalie. The half ended with Bowdoin
v
:v^,i'
;
$-!¦
.
!, but with Colby outshootmg the . stiowri yesterday , they might well
the ball ouf v:eff^cti^:l^.
'Aiip ¦
/ 'i^surprise .a <£ew people this:year.
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Clark Barks

To depress Sox followers further , I have some
discouraging news regarding ticket policy for.the bleachers
next year. According to informed sources at Fenway
Park, (and two bit columnists from college papers do
. —Evan Katz
have sources) ticket prices will be raised to $2 in section
Intramurals have started and the original soccer schedule has 35 of the bleachers for the 35 most attractive games of
the 1977 season. As astute fans know, these are the
dready been overruled by Intramural Director Wally
best seats in the bleachers. To make matters worse, the
Covell. Unbeknownst to Coach Covell, fraternity teams
ducats are reserved, available in advance, and the rich
were scheduled for ten games each and independent teams
are able to buy a mini-season ticket for those 35 games in
were limited to six. Another wrinkle in the system would
the affected section.
have allowed three frat teams as opposed to only one
On the more positive side, I had the pleasure of
independent team in the playoffs, but fortunately this
' speaking with Red Sox pitcher, Bill Lee, late in the
idea was discarded. The scheduling discrimination
summer. I managed to conduct an adult conversation
is being eliminated by Coach Covell. By making
with him and in fact, repressed my adolescent urge
-.his move, Coach Covell has opened the '76-'77
to ask for his autograph.
intramural season on the positive side.
Lee, being articulate, candid, and imaginative, had .
There is an air of optimism on campus regarding
his own analysis of the Sox failure this year. After
Colby 's hockey and soccer programs. Over the past several
years, the performances of these teams have been disappointing citing_the lack of leadership provided by Manager
Darrell Johnson in spring training, Lee told a
However, with Jack Kelley returning to Mayflower Hill
parable wh ich he believed summed up the demise of the ;
:o coach hockey and 1972 Colby graduate, Mark
Red Sox. He said, "A bear comes out of the woods and :;
Serdjenian, taking charge of the school 's soccer
program, the prospects for reasonably successful seasons
has a big meal. Then he goes.back and goes to sleep." ;
And now for the answer to the trivia question to
are good.
end
all trivia questions: How did Colbv adop t the white
With Kelley comes a collection of championshi p
mule
as the name and mascot of its sports teams?
trophies collected at virtually every level of hockey
Well in November, 1923, the Colby football team
:ompetition and a caliber of coaching seldom seen at the
consistently upsetting the predictions of the local
was
ollegiate level. Although it will take more than one year
papers which had consigned the Mules to defeat week
co assess the success of the Kelley regime, one can be
to
after week. Echo editor J oseph Coburn Smith
sure that^ompetitive hockey "will return Col by.
suggested in an ,editorial that Colby no longer appeared
Meanwhile enthusiasm is running rampant on the
to be a "dark horse " and should be symbolized by.
soccer field according to several soccer players who are
a "white mule." Clever, huh?
impressed by their new coach. An improvement over
_st year's 2-10 record seems imminent.
Inspired by the editorial, some Colby students
The failure of the Red Sox to play decent baseball
searched far and wide throughout neighboring farms'
this year has been made doubl y hard to take because the
and came up with a white mule to bring to the games as a
irch rival New York Yankees have put together the kind
mascot thus assuring the permanence of the white mule
of season the Sox pulled off in 1975. Everyone on the
as a Col by institution.
Yan kees had a good year and the talent was exploited to
If you think this story is ridiculous, go to Texas
the fullest.
Christian and ask some student how their mascot
ended up being a horned frog.

Colb y R u g b y

chiefly the results of breaks.
The "B" game was also very even. Nothing
happened until the last moments of the game when
. -Jxm Peale
Paul Todd initiated a KD R sweep down the right
The Colby Rugby Club opened its autumn season
sideline. He ran about 40 yards before passing to Ron
this past weekend with a pair of games at Bowdoin.
Dubois. Ron drew the last defender to him then passed
Colb y lost the "A" game by a 4-0 score and won the
to R.P. Higgins who ran in for the score. With no time
"B" game 6-0.
left, R.P. made the kick for a 6^0 final.
In the early going of the "A" game, Colby missed
Overall play was poor because both teams had
two penalty kicks. Just before the end of the first
several rookies on the field. Colby lost seven of last
half, a Bowdoin forward bl ocked a kick into the Col by
ye ar's players to gradu ation and five to football.
end zone and fell on it for a 4-0 score. Colby never
Several of our newcomers, however, give us a lot of
reall y got moving in the second half and Bowdoin held
hope for the remaining fall season and for the spring.
off a couple of late mshes for the win. The score was
Kurt vanVolkenburgh and Brock Magruden played
a good indication of the game played. Neither team
well
in the scrum. New backs, including Paul Todd ,
played well on offense .
John Hu bbard , Howie Ingraham, Bill Muller and Steve
Leonard, showed tough defensive play and should do
their share of scoring. Field leadership was provided
by f orward Steve Culver and scrum-half Charlie Jacobs.
Another week of practice should result in an improved
offense. Come and see the 1976 edition of Colby
Rugby this Saturday in its home debut The game is
A meeting f o r all candidates for
A scheduled for one o'clock on the J.V. soccer field.
this years varsity hockey team willjj
be held Thurs . Sept , 30 - Time 5 j
P.M. - Place - Classroom in the
X
fieldhouse. Be prompt !
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The 1976 edition of the Colby Harriers opened their
season with a second place finish in a triangular meet
held in Lewsitbn. The Mules outkicke'd a veteran •' • -.-- ' . ¦
S.M.V.T.I, contingent 19-39 while being out distanced
by host Bates, a perennial New England cross country
power 15-50.
A trio of strong freshmen runners led the way for Colby
as Tim Bernard an&Dan Ossoff traversed tlie winding
five mile course in 27:38 and 27:46 respectively, while
John Bees buzzed across the finishTine in 28:10.
Seniors Ken Colton and Dave Peckham rounded out the
Colby scorers. Backing them up were Skip Pendleton,
Mike "Dick" Tracy, Willie Ham, and Tim "Ivory" Sop el.
The Colby cross country team will next be in action
on October 2 when they meet Yankee Conference
power Boston University, along with Central Connecticut
and Tufts at Franklin Park in Boston.

J. V. Soccer
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Team standouts were Charlie Hurd and crew
Ellen O'Brien^ who dominated Division A witlrfoiir
firsts and a fourth. In Division B, Dan Sheehyj with
Dave Goldsmith as crew* improved steadily throughout
the day, earning third place. In'the Shields Class
division, Geoff Emanuel, with crew Ingrid Gjesteby,
Jeff Stafford and FredAladeira, sailed consistendy to place
second.
Conditions were ideal for racing, with moderate
breezes and bright sunshine.
Colleges participating were Tufts , Rhode Island
School of Design, Bates, UMO, Franklin Pierce, Colby, .
and Maine Maritime.
Using a low point scoring system, the .final results were:
l.Colby - 25 pts.
'
2. RISDE-30pts.
3. Franklin Pierce - 31 pts.
4. M M A - 3 3 pts.
5. Orono - 41 pts.
6. Bates - 49 pts.
The team hopes to participate in at least one more
regatta this fall, and plans to step up activities for
next spring.

THOUSANDS ON FILE

.j

Potato Chips, Pickled Cole Slaw

\
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-Geoff Emanuel
Superb weather coupled with consistent sailing
propelled the Colby Sailing Team to victory last
Saturday in an invitational regatta held at Maine
¦ ;' !'
Maritime Academy.
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The J.V. soccer team lost its first game of the
season to Bates by a score of 5-0. As the score indi; *>
cates, Colby had trou ble controlling the ball in
Bates h alf of the field , so the defense was severely
tested and did not hold very well.
,
\
Despite the loss, at least t wo players played very
well. Pete Wade at center fullback and Tom Tinsori;
at center halfback both turne d in strong performances:
In soccer, center half _nd center full are key positions.
If one or the other is weak, there is a large hole in
the center of the defense, but if the two positions
remain, strong, there is hope that the team can start
to generate some offense.
• •' ,- ,,
Coach Steve Collins said that Bates played a physical game, as-does Maine. It is soniething the team
will have to get used to , because at the college level,
soccer is very much a contact sport, , ,
This season only 15-20 freshman tried out for
soccer, which is half the usual number* Many poten. ;
tial team members are playing intramural soccer this
year, too, This lack of personnel is one probable
reason for the team 's earlv season lack of depth ,
Future hom p games are with SMVT1 on Oct* 1,
Bates on Oct. 9,-and Maine on Oct. 1J. . The Bates
¦
game is at 2t00, the others are, at 3,;,0©. . t „ '

Wk) m e n ' s
Field Hockey
-Susan. Gernert-

You say you saw some lights on in
Mary Low along about September 3rd , ar
you sensed life in Woodman, Foss , Dan.and Averill as well? No, it was not
the R.A.s, T.As, or F.A.S', but the vro-:
field hockey team who arrived on camp*
September 3rd to begin a grueling week
/of preseason practice. They began wi^
a three day weekend at the Merestead
Hockey camp in Hebron, Maine, follower
by a week of intensive preparation io?
the upcoming hockey season.
Hockey coach , Jill Hodson , receive
an overwhelming response to the literature she sent to all incoming
freshmen - transfers , and.'former Colby
players which made pre-season practice
possible , Nineteen girls arrived
early to attend Merestead and an
additional five joined the team for th<
Women 's Field Hockey team resting during half time of the game against
week of practice.
Nasson .(Photo by Eleanor Gaver)
This year marks a new trend in the
approach to field hockey at Colby
where serious consideration is given nu
only to developing the skills of the
players, but also to their physical
The first half appeared evenly
well-being . Trainer Norm Sylvester
-Susan Gernert
matched as the ball alternated from one
spent two hours with the team to demend of. the field to the other. U.M.F. was onstrate the newly required ankle wrap
The official hockey season got
the first to score and six minutes later
and stretching exercises to minimize
underway this past Thursday -when Colby
Colby retaliated with a goal by Nancy
muscular and orthopedic damage.
faced Nasson Runnels Field for the first
Chapin. Play continued to juggle back and Similarly, the training room turned
of fifteen games. From the beginning it
forth until U.M.F. scored an impressive
co-ed as the football team was joined
was no contest for Colby as the girls
high scoop goal from the edge of the circle by the field hockey team , and together
romped to a 7-0 victory. Quite obvious- Again the ball returned to the 50 yard
the two teams wrapped ankles , dined ,
ly, pre-season practice paid off as pass- line for the center bully and Colby '
s right and strove for athletic excellence a
es were synchronized and plays operated
inner Carol Doherty successfully dribbled , week before school began.
like clockwork .
dodged , and scored to end the half with the
Practices lasted five hours each
During the first half four goals were score tied at two all.
day lead by last year 's Lydia Maclnern;
scored , practically one after the other.
What appeared to be an evenly matched assisted by captains Debby Perkins
Center half Hillary Jones drove the first game during the first half was dominated by and Polly Geilfuss. They included
goal into the net followed by another
U.M.F. in the second half. Colby ^*
running the loop behind Runnels Union ;.
goal by center forward Tammy Cudahy.
defense took quite a beating as play reextensive stickwork , wind sprints ,
Soon after the first two goals were scored mained at Colby 's end for the majority of
strategic drills, footwork, and scrimp
came another, a short pass easing by
the half . U.M .F. was awarded several pen- Af ter classes began, practices were
the goalie, scored by freshman right wing alty corners which produced two goals.
confined to late afternoons and by
Nancy Chapin . Not only did she score one With ten minutes remaining , Colby rallied
Thursday eleven girls and three alterr
goal , but she scored the next two !Just
bringing the ball into U.M..F.'
s end , how- were selected to face Central Maine
before the end of the first half Nancy
ever the effort was in vain. After failClub on Saturday September 18th. The
scored again meeting an accurately driven
team included six freshmen , two trans?
ing to capitalize on two penalty
pass to flick it beyond the goalie.
and six of last year 's players .
corners, U.I-l.F. intercepted the ball and
After a five minute break between
On a rain drenched field Colby an:
returned it to Colby * _ end. After a •
halves , Colby was awarded a. penalty
long battle, U.M.F. scored the final goal , the Central Maine Club scrimmaged for
cornerbecause Nasson failed, to report
a powerful drive which escaped the defense two 30 minutes halves (regulation
their substitutions . The corner resultas well as the goalie. With a 1-1 record , time is 35 minutes). In an aggressivi
ed in a goal again scored by Nancy Chapin. Colby travels to Bates today , prepared for first half two goals were scored -«
Had it been colder there would have be
within minutes of each other. The
their second win.
hats on the field . Sophomore Kim Nickerson
first , scored by Lele Wright of Centra
¦—
T»»» » f f » »»»YV W -»»¥ » » ,- r-> — — — — — ¦——-— — ¦—
and right inner Carol Doherty scored the
Maine canie after twenty minutes of
final two gOals as Colby also dominated
play . Colby retaliated directly afte
beverage
ths
the second half .
the center bully where dribbling and
i?
' warehouse
Fpur days later , the -team went to
passing left wing Blair Washburn tied
Farmington.Maine on a cold and rainy after
the score at one all. Shortly into
noon to meet the University of Maine for
the second half Debbie Cushman of Cent
.;
their second game. The University of
;' .Burger King Boad
Maine scored the final goal giving
Maine played an aggressive , powerful game
Central Maine the victory 2-1.
which outlasted Colby '
s strength .
Canada
Dry
Ginger
Ale
\
2/79 $
It was a disappointing defeat as
;
so
much
energy was put into practicing
; Barrel Head Root Beer 2/790 i
for
the
game , however, it was a
________ ^ -B->^ --—_-___B^_________
H____B___ l
scrimmage and the regular schedule of
eighteen games begins against Nasson .
.'
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Wo me n*s T enn i s
On Wednesday Sept. 22, the Colby
womens tennis team shut out the Waterville
Tennis Club in a preseason exhibition
match.
Playing No. 1- singles again, Maureen
Flint outlasted her opponent Ms. Barbara
Cox 6-2, 7-5.- Maureen played her usual
steady game : accurate topspin groundstroked and a " solid serve . Ms. Cox
fought back with a^forceful forehand ,
bu t ran into problems when running
around her backhand...
In second postion, singles , was
Sally Crisp. Both she and Ms. Muriel
Tonge played a steady game from the
baseline . However Sally 's lightness ,
quickness, hard backhand and consistent
serving brought the ; match to a quick termination 6—1 ,6-1.
Pat Collins, defeated Ms. Betty Fowler
7-5,6-li Ms. Fowl'er gave Pat a tough
first set, but Pat's reach , pace and
stamina,sewed up the match in a quick
¦" ;
second';'set_;:,..> '.
played fourth
Beverly :Nalbandian
Natalie Terry
.
singles^ against Ms.
,
Beverly played a liLvely baseline game
with fine groundstrokes, bringing her
a 6—2 ,6^1 victory.
In .doubles vVal . Brown and Janice
Miller led the way with a_2-6,6-0,6-0
victory over Ms. Shirley Saulter; and
Ms. Julie Saliba . Their teamwork,
powerful strokes ,
--and uncanny play
swept the second and third sets from
the opposing team.
Gretchen Huebsch and Amy Davidoff
defeated Ms. Betty Ray and Ms. Nancy
Gonce in a good 6-2, 6-1 match. The
games of ten went to deuce , and the
foursome had some good rallies.
Linda Clark and Carolyn Frazier
played fine doubles to beat Ms. Kay
Baruki and Ms. Lynn Mavernack 7-5,
6-0. Linda's quick net play combined
with Carolyn '
s firm ground strokes to
form a strong doubles pair.
Colby 's own Mrs. Libby lost to
Lisa Hall and Kerry Reilly 1-6, 6-3,
6-2 in one of the longest matches of
the afternoon . Lisa made good use of
a hard cross-court topspin
forehand and a quick net game.
Teamed with Terry 's down-the-line
f orehands , the two proved to be a good
combination resulting in
a hard-fought win.
^
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VARSITY SOCCER

-Kathy Reichert
The Women's Tennis Team exhibited their talents
when they practically swept away the University of
Maine at Presque Isle players in a five to one match
victory last Friday. The women's team has considerable
depth-a squad of sixteen players chosen from a fiel d of
thirty-five women. Out of these sixteen, a usual ninemember traveling team is selected. According to
members of the team, all of the players are strong ; a
narrow margin separating no. 1 from no. 16. This
year 's team is composed primarily of freshmen and
sophomores, making Coaches Marjorie Bither and
Diane Lamping optomistic for coming years as well.
Co-captains Bev Vayhinger and Karen Huebsch feel
that the schedule that faces the team is a tough one, but
confidence is up after this decisive victory over U.M.P.I.
Beginning with singles, the number one player,
Maureen Flint (freshman), bowled over her opponent
Terry Boynton in a 6-1, 6-0 match. Maureen's game is
characterized by extreme accuracy in placing the ball
(particularly corner shots), tremendous mobility
and reach in covering the. court.
The no. 2 singles match was swept by Sally Crisp,
(also freshman) 6-0,6-0, defeating Cathy Orser. Sally's
strongest point is a powerful two-handed backhand,
hit accurately and with good pace. She is described by
the captains as being a canny player.
Carolyn Frazier came back with a 6-3, 6-3 victory,
after having been away from tennis for a year in
Spain. She defeated her opponent, Diane Casavant,
in a frustra„ng match, forced to contend with Diane's
slow, blooping game.
The singles victories were completed by Pat Collins,
a versatile athlete. Pat's game is touted for its pace,
consistency and serve, giving the nickname of 'Pat
Powerhouse Collins'. She defeated Connie Stackpole
6-1, 6-0.
The only difficulty that the Colby women ran across
was in the form of the veteran team of Debbie
Blackwood and Elaine Michaud. Blackwood and Michaud
beat Co-captain Bev Vayhinger and Gretchen Huebsch in
a tough match 2-6, 6-4, 6-1. The Blackwood-Michaud
team had proved troublesome for Bev last year. whe'n
l
teamed with Karen .Huebsch they, battled _iew way
to a 7-6, 7-6 win in the semi-finals of the State Meet.
The turning point in last Friday'si match was in the .
second set, when Bev and Gretchen were beset by
doublefaulting, losing a 3-2 lead and finally the set,
4-6.
The doubles team of Janice Miller and Val Brown
turned in the fifth victory over Barbara McBreairty
and Bonnie Lajoie in a quick match. Val and Janice 's
powerful teamwork, aggressive play and fast pace,
brought them a 6-1, 6-0 win.
All in all, the team looks very good. Hopes are
running hi gh as they turn toward a full season. They
are scheduled to play an exhibition match on Wednesday the 22 at Colby, 3:00 P.M., and a match at
Bates on Thursday, September 30.
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'We ' ve g ot

The Colby soccer team opened the 1976 season
on a down note last Saturday, losing to- Bates, 5-0. •;.
The Mules are playing under a new coach, Mark
Serdjeniarn, of Waterville, who is presently working
on differen t field strategies and configurations.
Apparently,he found one which is ineffective.
The new coach is also working with a, team that
has seen very little varsity field^experiehce. Only
four starters are back from last year, an<l several .
other positions are held by promising But inexperj:
ienced sophomores,
with
B
pwdoin this
,
ahead
h
schedule
lies
A toug
week, followed by Babson oh Saturday^ both highly
skilled and coord inated teams. Colby will attack
with a three-man forward line featuring/the skilled
Doug Giron. Feeding the line will be two offensive
halfbacks, in front of a defensive half , three fullbacks and a sweeper.
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Colby in the Waois

Park

-Becky Peters
There is a logical philosophy behind COOT concerning
freshmen : to acquaint and adjust themselves to the
terrific terrain in a nd around the Colby College area.
More essentially, though, the COLBY OU TING
ORIE NTATI ON TRIP S simp ly give freshmen a chance
to acquaint themselves with each other.
This year the^Colby Outing Club sponsored trips
to four different areas: a canoeing trip to the Belgrade
Lake Cha in, a bicycling expedition , a trail-maintenance
trip and two back-packing groups to the Baxter State
Park, Mt. Katahdin area. Each group consisted of
nine freshmen and two upp erclass leaders. On the
back packing trip a Colby philosophy professor, Bob
McArthur, assisted leaders Brad Warner, Bev Schnorr, Jeff
Hickson and Skip Pendleton.
Our backpacking trip began with a three-hour van
ride in which everyone in the van kept occupied by
a getting-to-know-you bit. Accents floated around and
were geographically pinpointed. By the time most of
the people became familiar with each otheri's first
names (last names were not even attempted yet), our
van: reached the campsite and more people poured out
of the strange van ahead of us.
The first night our two groups camped together and
the following morning took a joint 4-mile hike to the
top of South Turner. After lunch, we split up and
travelled opposite trails for the duration of the trip.
Although we did not meet each other again, our group
was soon to hear news of our counter-part from
unexpected sources.
Finally we hitthe trails with our backpacks. While
some of us had little or no experience backpacking,
others had racked up totals of over one thousand
miles. Thus _t -times;,the knowledgeable backpackers
helped the;som.ewh'at struggling beginners with bits of
./ ^ ^
'packing wisdom'. ' • •
Some parts of the trails were incredible! While .
they did appeal to certain p ersons with suicidal tendencies
the narrow log bridges (no support on the sides except
wires and fiftyrfeet drops) that constandy cropped up
along the trails required concentration and steady nerves
for most of the others, myself included.
Then there were the rivers without bridges where
the trail markers let a person decide for himself which
rocks to leap to and fro. One leader who shall remain
nameless chose to be creative and throw his (her)
backpack over to the bank seven feet away. This spurof-the-moment idea landed him (her) (it) with a very
soggy backpaik.
One essential part of our life for fou r days was GORP!
This mixture of good ole raisins and peanuts^ plus M&M's,
chocolate bits, granola and coconut stayed us through
many strenu ous stretches of trail. Squirrels even
seemed to like it; at least, they liked the M&M' s. After
leaving a bag of gorp behind in one of our lean-to's,
we returned to find squirrels had disdained to eat
anything else in the mixture.
Certain people became so addicted to gorp that they
began yodelling "GORP!" to see if they were near the *
rest of the group who were carrying the stuff in their
packs. However, there was a limit to how much of
this high-protein food a person could stand. By the
last day everyone was thoroughly sick of gorp. Many
reached the stage of wincing at even the sound of the word
itself!
The second night at camp was interesting, to say
the least. The ranger at Russell Pond told us that a
12-year old and possibly his "mother had fallen 1,500
feet off of Knife's Edge - a part of trail that the COOT
grou p was very near to thnt day and which we ourselves
were scheduled to clim b in two days. Rumors based on
Httle or no information began spreading. By the time
the ranger came to us with the real story, our version \
sou n ded totally unrecognizable. Apparency, a 12-year
old boy and another man were both struck by a
li ghtning bolt that swept along the top of Knife 's EdgeThey were too dazed to be moved. Volunteers Skip
Pendleton, Tim Bernard and Dana Weisman from the
other COOT group had hiked up to Knife's Edge and
hel ped rangers with rescue operations, The decision
<w to whether it would be wise to cross Knife's Edge
or not was taken out of our hands because access to the
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B r i d ge

Built
-Bill Yoder .
The Colby Corps of Engineer s, charged with maintaining a seventeen mile section of the App alachian
Trail set a new standard of efficiency recendy when
they built a 330 foot bndge in three days. The project
brought seven Colby students deep into the woods
for a week to make the section of the trail through
Pitcher Plant Bog passable for hikers.
Participating engineers Henry Banks, Janet McMahon , Kate Kehoe, Liz Barrett, Bill Yoder , Barbara
Banks and Jon Reissman set into the woods near '
Katahdin Iron Works on September 5. In addition to>
the requisite sleeping bags and tents they shared the
weight of two axes, two sledgehammers, twenty pounds
of nails, an uncertain number of wedges, dr awknives,
machettes, a chain saw, two gallons of fuel, and enough
food to last a healthy week.
, By Monday morning they had hiked, floated, and
climbed to the work site and begun work felling,
splitting, and shaving trees. One difficulty involved
finding recendy dead trees that were straight enough
to split and were out of sight of the trail.
A Freshman Orientation Trip led by D oris Downing,
Ann McCreary and Mike Buonaiuto met the Corps
at the work site and proved themselves a valuable
asset. In addition to contributing many man-hours of
work, the Freshman group were vital objects of both
licit and undercover activities in a Corps initiated
"Weight for Food .Exchange" program.
Entering and departing by different routes, and taking
a fourteen mUe day hike on their "day off'' the Corps
inspected and cleared virtually all of the Colby maintained section of the trail.
The trail is beautiful, affording excellent views
from mou ntain tops and cliffs. Several small ponds,
and streams and three lean-tos dot the trail. The most
inspirational sight for the bridge builders was the suspension bridge over Sugundy Falls. The footbridge
was built as a Jan Plan project by two Colby students
last year and crowns one of the most lovely waterfalls in Maine.
The Bog Bridge, designed by Henry Banks, now at
Pomona, is actually a series of elevated split spruce
logs of eight to ten foot lengths. It will provide an
ecologically sound passage over the highest bog in
Maine. Among the many unique plant forms in this
bog are the carnivorous pitcher plants for which the
bog is named. These plants capture small insects in their
water filled, pitcher-like leaf. Keeping hikers above tlie
mud will aUow these and other plants along the trail
to grow, and will permit the bog to develop naturally i
narrow mile-long stretch of rock was promptl y closed.
We were, however, still allowed to cross along
the North Peaks trail - a clim b of over 4,000 feet.
This was fabulou s, even thoug h visibility on top of the
rid ges was very limited and wind gusts were so strong
they could knock one over if caught unaware. This
10-mile trail was one of sheer contrasts. As it led up
out of the sponge-like green foliage, the evergreens
gradual ly shrank down in height until they reached
shni b level While the trees were disappeari ng
completel y, rocks started becoming larger and larger
u gtil they became boulders. Along with this was a
drop in temperature until at one point in the trail , the
thermome ter read 10 degrees.
After thismajor hike, there was onl y a 3.3 milehike
the next day back to Roaring Brooks where our Budget
Rcnt-A-Van awaited us. The McDonald' s in Millinocket
had some very gru bby customers that dayf
On the ride back to Colby, we realized that we
still hadn 't gotten around to finding out each other 's
last names! But, due to COOT wc had already made
friendship s and were a step ahead of the other
freshmen.

Coot

Up p e r c l a s s m a n

G eo l o g y

Tri p
-Ross Moldoff

"Dave, what's that noise?"
"It's Koons, doing his loon call."

Dr. Koons' loon calls were only one of the highlights
in the COOT Geology Field Trip. The Colby Outdoor
Orientation Trip left Colby Wednesday, September 8, foi
Baxter State Park with 15 "trippers. " We returned
Saturday, tired and a bit wet, but satisfied at having seen
and learned about some of the most beautiful country
in Ne'w England.
Drs. Koons and Allen of the Geology Department
were the leaders of this mini-cou rse. They also doubled
as morale builders during the chilly nights and mornings.
Most times, though , the beautiful country was the
morale builder. We stayed in a lean-to on the shore of
Lower South Branch Pond. Surrounded by the breathtaking views of Katahdin and Traveler Mtns. , and
die sereneness of the pond setting, learning about
Katahdin Granite and Traveler Ryolite was easy.
We started Thursday by climbing a fairly steep
two-mile path up North Traveler Mt. Numerous stops
on the way allowed Dr. Allen to explain tlie formation
and patterns of the area. Blueberry picking
-highlighted our stop on the summit (and made a
fantastic pancake breakfast.) The next day, we traveled
up Sou th Branch Brook and Koons and Allen explained
the geological features of the stream bed. The highr
light of this day waspairing up and finding our
way out of the thick woods with only a compass.
(Yes, we .all made it back that day).
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Class S p eec h
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In the decade and a half of our education, (practically the entirety of our conscious lives), we have
been filled with myths, abstractions and illusions,
which by the time we reach high school we either
unknowingly or coercively accept. There is a sense
of.unreality to our world , everything has been screened
and controlled , everything we learn pushed as truth,
and everything valuated against a morality of equilibrium that is designed to ensure the perpetuation
of an institutional America. Ralph Waldo Emerson
in his 1838 graduation address entitled "The American
Scholar" was already aware education was becoming
dominated by the . silent influence of the American
machine, "upon which the graduate could be no more
than a chrome decoration. He said:
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Nathan Winstanley was voted , by his classmates ,
as senior speaker for the Commencement exercises
held last May. His speech evoked a standing ovation
from many and shock, disbelief, and disagreement
fro m others. Since many of you are just beginning
your edu ca tion at Colby , and others may be fin ding
themselves evalua ting or re-examining their purpose
at thf college, I fin d it appropriate , at this time,
to print in its entirety,r the text of Nate 's speech.
-Ed.
My remarks are dedicated in gratitu de, to all those
who have contributed to my education. Those of you,
faculty and students, who taught me that education
was no passive act, but a conscious act of sharing,
I've learned real edu cation exists alth ough often
obscured by rhetoric, old school notions of learning
and archaic tradition. And yet, despite the inadequacies
of institutional learning, I have found education in
all facets of the college experience-be it the classroom,
an unrrieditated moment of convers ation , or a glance
of recognition. I have been exposed to all the potentials of education that college handbooks describe,
and college administrators swear exist; while at the
same time awakening to the inherent faults of much of
the institutional means of learning.
In June of 1961, 1 stood before the audience of
my gradu ating first grade class. Wearing my father 's
white linen shirt and a cardboard cap, I went up on
stage and sang "Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star", and
so began fifteen years of education that has culminate d
in my standing before you now.
It would be a nice symmetry if I could again stand
before you and innocently sing of the stars, and then
nicely relate it to our own bright futures as quote
"young Americans." I could stand before you as a
proto-type bright-eyed ambitious American kid r
happy and complacent as I stood on the door way
of the future. But, my short-comings would be
blatantl y obvious as having learned pract ically nothing
in my years of supposed education. As I stand now,
I am disenchanted and outrage d with my social
processing. In a manner of speaking, despite my formal
educ ation , education has begun.
Ive begun to realize education in America is not a
process of build ing and unfolding t he unique potential
in every indivi dual , On the contrary it is a process
of t rimming,molding and polishing ; being sinned like
a chrome hood ornamen t, getting prepared to decorate
the thundering American dream machine. Yet, having
smooth edges and polished manners is not a virtue ;
it is , in short, an insult. Education has merely tried to
make us homogenous and social. Colby College, life
security for 20,000 dolldrs, four years and a possible
sacrificeof personality," in return f or a guaranteed
posit ion in our social hierarchy. American education
makes one an American , not an individual .

There is no work f e r any but the decorus and the
complaisant. Young men of the fairest promise...
are hindered fro m action by the disgust which the
princip les of business is managed inspire , and turn
dru dges, or die of disgust...
In the twentieth century the message seems even
bleaker. We are not disquieted conscience-stricken
individu als, but are reflected images of the institution
th at stood over us fpr so m any years.
Can anything be more purposeless, and wasteful
as a communityof scholars in this ivory tower of intellectualism? We as students are totally isolated and
confined, swaddled in the illusions of the world, and
laid to rest, in the clouds of Mayflower Hill. Colby
College is an outstan ding example of equilibrium, a
conservative force mired in tradition and elitism while
maintaining face by assembling under a banner of
liberalism. Institutions similar to Colby make one
aware of the fact that conservativism and liberalism are
but shades of the same color.
During the past decade students began to break
down the walls of isolation , to begin to assert their
valu e as contributing members of siciety as individuals.
The Colby Administration and Board of Trustees, like
many college executives, must have figured the kids
were just bored , not outraged. And thus in the interest
of our well-being, the class of 76 was smacked with
120 credit hours to fill up our free time-Right
Danny. Instead of allowing students to broaden their
educational growth and social consciousness, Colby
preferred to remain in total control. The signs of
Colby 's failure to rem ain responsive t o change are all
around. Talk to the students on the Minorities
Committee, who feel their contributions were worthless
and superficial; talk to any of the women who attempted
to institute a women 's care facility and got put-off by
a full President's daily agenda and letters of rhetoric
with vague promises for the future. Or ask abou t
student initiated inquiries and improvements that
usually end up in the Colby shuffle.. .a run-around
that would be hilarious, if you weren 't try ing t o get
something done.

be to enhance our differences. Education has to be
made less formal , in an effort to allow us to realize
we can educate and touch one another! We must
break down the barriers in the college/community,
^nd enable the 'scope of education to move beyond the
red-brick and ivy and realize its position as part of
a larger community. As far as I'm concerned Colby is
not an institution of- learning, it is a Business.

"AND YET , ALL IS NOT FORSAKENi FOR
AMIDST THE MAZE .0F~TRADIT
THE MANDATES OF OLD-SCHOOL LEARNING,
A REAL EDUCATION CAN BE F0UNI). BUT
IT MUST BE SOUGHT AND NOT ACCEPTED."

Please realize my voice is not singular in its harsh
condemnation of this institution. The malady and
decay are evident to many.. As one of the six black
professors in Colby's one hundred and sixty-three •
history, Ken McClane,observed last year :
Colby and I am a part of it, has done us all an awesome violence; it has become dreamless.and visionless;
it is running as if the past were the most coherent
and the. future didnot demand, new, fresh, and magnificent, if not inspired committments to change
/
and those. . .
Somewhere along the line education became subservient to the interest of money, progress and Alger's
Ame rica. In the process the goals of educationwere
replaced by the needs of a mechanistic society.
Education in America has become a stagnated process of ensuring uniformity. Look at me as" !stand here,
I have . been homogenized, organized, stamped, dated,
approved and legalized. I am infitting with our culture
a produ ct of mass society-my education is designed
like a television series, made to entertain all, and
offend no one. Needless to say in my education something has gone amiss.

Continued on Pg 7

"WE AS STUDENTS ARE TOTALLY ISOLATED
AND CONFINED, SWADDLED IN 'THE ILLUSIONS
OF THE WORLD , AND LAID >TO REST , IN THE
¦" *
CLOUDS OF MAYFLOWER HILL" '
And th en, read in t he recent Colby Alumnus
Magazine about, the erosion of standards at Colby,
actually lamenting tlie disintegration of standards
such as grades, whose very nature support the foolish

notions of competitiveness, rather than coopcrat ion, and serve simply as a means of enforcing and imposing
sameness on us all i when the goal of education must
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